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The purpose of this program, BIOMAP, is to facilitate the
electron microprobe Analysts of biological specimens by
computing from microprobe intensity count data and other Ji
parameters the quantity of specified chemical elements con-
tained in formed elements of the blood and in micro-thin 4
,T sections of tissue and gelatin.	 In addition, BIOMAP esti--
E. background and concentration intensity counts for
chemical elements in standards and computes and plots the
distributions of elemental concentrations in red blood cell
samples.
BIOMAP was developed as part of the Preventative Medicine
Division Project 1030, Intracellular Chemical Characteriza-
tion, which calls for research and development in areas of
cellular chemical analysis by micro-X-ray spectrometry and
UV microspectrometry .	 Direction- of,thi.s effort was provideA_
by Dr. Stephen L. Kimzey, Chief of the Cellular Analytical
Section of the Clinical Laboratory, Preventative Medicine
Division, NASA-MSC.	 Electron micro-probe data used to test
the mathematical model were provided by Mrs. Linda Burns,
electron microscopist, The University of Texas Medical School
at Galveston.	 The physical analysis, mathematical modeling,
and programming were done by the author.
The atomic constant data and the Fortran-coded algorithm
for calculating mass absorption coefficients are from the
quantitative electron microprobe analysis program, MAGIC,






The central feature of BIOMAP is the computation of
absorption factors and the iterative computation of unknown
elemental concentrations. Absorption factors quantify the
amounts of characteristic X--radiation absorbed by the sample
or standard and correctly relate X-ray intensity counts with
elemental concentrations in the microprobe equation. Com-
putation of tiaknown elemental concentrations is accomplished
by solvin g; the quantitative equation. This equation is
functionally similar to the microprobe equation but involves
instead ratios of the intensity counts, absorption factors,
and elemental concentrations from unknown and standard
samples.
Since a significant degree of variation is characteristic
of both input and output data, certain statistical features
have also been built into the program. First is a general
linear hypothesis subroutine which inputs intensity count
and absorption corrected area density data and computes
estimdi,es of the residual background and the rate of count
increase with area density, along with associated variances.
From these estimates and variances an estimate of the most
probable intensity count for a given standard and its asso-
ciated variance can be made. Second, if the unknown sample
analyzed is a set of red blood cells (RBC), certain statis-
tical parameters of the sample elemental concentrations are






BIOMAP can be set up to provide the following types of
individual or combination analyses:
(1) Analyze microprobe data from a set of standards to
statistically estimate the residual background intensity
im
count and the concentration intensity count for the
analyzed elements.
(2) Analyze microprobe data from a set of gelatin samples
of known or unknown chemical content, obtaining con-
,;
is centration of specified. elements.
(3) Analyze microprobe data from a set of red blood cells,
obtaining weight percentages and weight percentage R
I distribution plots.
Analyses (2) and (3) depend on input data from a previous
r
type (1)	 analysis; however, combination analyses of -types
(1) and (2) and of tykes 	 (1)	 and (3)	 can be made.
The logical sequence of program operations is as follows:g	 Q	 P	 g	 P .y
(1) References atomic constant data from block data storage.
J: (2) Provides by data statement the weight fractions of
chemical elements in normal red blood cells and plain
gelatin
f : (3) Reads data cards to input problem information, micro- >,
probe parameters, sample and standard data, and program 3
.. mode
(4) Constructs atomic number arrays for analyzed elements
and elements added to standards
A(6) Computes the mass absorption coefficients of the
sample and standard elements for the X-ray wavelengths
analyzed
(7) Computes partial and total mass absorption coefficients
of standard for each analyzed X-ray wavelength
(8) Computes absorption factors for each analyzed X-ray
wavelength of standard
(9) Computes area densities of analyzed elements in
standard
(10) Computes estimates of statistical parameters for a
set of standards and the best linear unbiased esti-
mate of the accumulated count for a specified standard.
For analysis of red blood cells and thin gelatin or tissue
samples, the program performs the following operations:
(11) Inputs chemical symbols and intensity counts for
analyzed elements in each sample
(12) Forms initial area density arrays for each sample
(13) Computes mass absorption coefficient of sample for
lines analyzed
(14) Computes absorption factors for analyzed lines in sample
(15) Computes the absorption correction for each element
analyzed
(16) Computes the area density of each analyzed element in
the sample
(17) Updates ar;Y:i density and tests against reiteration
criterion




(15) Computes weight fractions of analyzed elements in red
blood cell sample set
(20) Computes weight-percentage range, average, variance,
and percentage standard deviation over red blood cell
set for each analyzed element
(21) Provides cumulative distribution and histogram plots
of the weight-percentage distributions.
In operation (1), the atomic constants read from the—data
tape for each element are the atomic number, the elemental
symbol, the critical excitation potentials for the K, L,
and M X-ray states, the wavelengths of the Ka, La, and Ma
spectral lines, the absorption edge wavelengths, exponents,
and empirical constants for mass absorption coefficient
equations, and fifth-degree polynomial coefficients for the
backscatter factor.
In operation (3), problem information co:-sists of alpha-
numerics for problem type, problem number, date, submitter's
name, and a descriptive title. Microprobe parameters are
accelerating potential', beam diameter, beam current, count-
ing time, and counter dead time. Sample information con-
sists of a sample type index, the number of .amples to be
analyzed, the number of analyzed elements in each sample,
j
and the wet thickness of the samples in microns. Standard
information consists of the grams of gelatin per liter used
in preparing the standards, the water fraction in the
gelatin, the thickness of the wet standard sections, the
number of standards input for statistical evaluation, and
the symbols of the analyzed elements. If a single standard
is used the estimated residual background and intensity
a
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count for each standard element is read in with the standard
symbols. The program parameters specify whether to print out
intermediate results in namelists and the weight options in
subroutine GLHFR2. If multiple standards are analyzed to
obtain a linear unbiased estimate of the residual background
and intensity count for each standard element, the number of
elements added to each standard, and their chemical symbol anu
amounts in grams are read in at the top of the standard
analysis loop. Also, at the top of this loop is read the flag
for the primary standard and the chemical symbols of the ana-
lyzed standard elements and their concentration intensity
count. If multiple standards are processed to estimate the
primary standard intensity count, microfilm plots are produced
of the data points and the fitted line.
2.2 Technical Description
2.2.1 Analysis
In general, X-ray states are excited in microprobe specimens
primarily by incident electrons and secondarily by suffi-
ciently energetic X-ray photons resulting from the fluorescent
decay of X•-ray states. The average number n of specified
X-ray states excited in a given atomic species per single-
incident electron can be represented as
n = n  + n„	 (1)
i
Equation (1) can be expressed in the alternate form
i	
f	 -
n - n' ^ 1
	n'	
- n f	 (2)
where f > 0 is defined as the fluorescence factor.
r
The derivation of an expression for n' is of central
importance in quantitative microprobe theory and proceeds
as fo ll ows
s
In differential form, the average number of specified X-ray
states dn' of energy E C
 excited within an electron path
!	 length dx is
r
dn'	 = 6Q (E (x) ,E C ) d),.	 (3)
where E is the average electron energy over dx; Q is
the ionization cross-section of the given atomic X-ray
state, a function of E and E C ; and S is the number
of specified atoms per unit volume of specimen.
In a thick specimen where the energy of the penetrating
electron may decay below 3E
.
 while traversing a path




n' = S f Q dx = S	 [Q/(dE/dx)] dE
o	 E 
For a thin low-density specimen, however, one can reasonably
assume that entering electrons completely penetrate the
2-6
a J'
target with little loss of energy or scattering. As a
consequence, Q is effectively constant and the path
length dx can be equated to the sample thickness z .
These approximations enable writing Equation (3) as
n' = SQx	 (4)
The average number of states produced in time t by a
beam current ib , considering a fraction of ionizations
(1 - R) to be lost as a result of electron backscattering,
can be expressed as
N' _ ^tRSQz
	 (5)
where ^ the electron flux equals i b divided by the
electronic charge q  .
Since the microprobe measures ionizing events caused by
X-ray photons resulting from the decay of the excited
X-ray states, the microprobe equation relating measured
intensity and atomic concentration is
T = (Q/41r)Dwpc tafRSQz	 (b)
These additional factors are defined as fol.lcws:
(a/47T) is the fraction of the total solid angle intercepted
by the X-ray spectrometer, D is the spectrometer-detector
efficiency, w is the fluorescence yield of the particular
X-ray state, and p is the probability that the photon
emitted will be that specified. The factors a and f are




depend on the chen.-cal and physical configuration of the
specimen. The absorption factor a is the probability of
a photon not being absorbed as it passes through the sample,
and is less than one. The fluorescence factor f accounts
for the number of states producea secondarily by X-ray
photons with energy greater than E 	 and is greater than
one.
A thin standard sample having a known concentration of the
specified chemical element would yield a measured intensity
I 0 = (Q/4u)Dwpota0f0ROZOQ1O	 (7)
By forming the ratios I/I 0 the common factors may be elimi-
nated by division, leaving
1 0 / I	 (a0 /a) (f o/f ) (R0 /R) (zo/z) 6 0 16	 (8)
If the standard is chemically constituted sufficiently
similar to the unknown sample, the value of the factors
(f 0/f) and (R 0/R), known as the fluorescence and backscatter
corrections respectively, become essentially one, leaving
I 0/I = (a0/a) (z 0/z) `So/s
	
(9)
Gelatin-based standards can be chemically constituted
similar to a biological specimen but cannot be cut as thin
as a red blood cell for instance and, therefore, expres-
sions must be derived for the absorption factor which
depends on sample thickness.
4
2-8 i
An expression for the absorption factor can be simply derived
by assuming that X--ray states are produced uniformly over the
thickness z , a reasonable assumption since Q is essen-
tially constant for B > 3B C . One can start with the differ-
ential relation
dT = qN • dz	 (10)
when dx' are the number of photons observed by the detector,
N is the number of photons generated per unit path length,
and q is the probability of a photon not being absorbed
or scattered.
The probability q can be identified from Beer's law
i _ iQe-XPz
as the exponential factor 
e_Xpz 
where
X = csc ^ E wip i	 (11)
and is the angle of emergence of the photons, w.3. is
the weight fraction of the ith element in the sample and
Pa 
is the mass absorption coefficient of the ith element
for the specified X-ray photon.
By "integrating over the thickness z the number of
photons detected l are
and the fraction detected (not absorbed) is
	
a -- Nz	 Cl	
a-XPz) /XAz
The absorption correction can be expressed as
rr	 }}
	
(a /a) - 	
e QPo z 
o f XPz	 (1^)0	 41 - e-XPZ ) XoPozo
which, when substituted into the quantitative equation,
Equation (9), yields
I o 	







Since biological specimens are prepared wet and dry under
vacuum, it is no longer possible to know the resulting
thickness or dry-volume density of a standard element.
However, if there is no lateral redistribution of the sample
E	 material, the dry area densities oo =
 P0 z 0 of the standard
elements remain invariant and Equation (13) can be written
and solved in terms of area densities
-X^a









Here a and a 0 without superscripts represent the total
area density of sample and standard respectively, and the
z-la
superscript i designates quantities specific for the ith
element.
2.2.2 Method of Solution
If one knows as a zero order approximation the normal
average-weight fractions of elements in a biological sample,
its total area density, and can analyze simultaneously any
elements whose concentrations deviate significantly from
normal, then the quantitative microprobe equation used with
an iterative computational procedure will provide a higher
order estimate of the area densities of the analyzed ele-
ments. The iterative procedure is made necessary by the
nature of the absorption coefficient which cannot be com-
puted exactly before the solution is obtained. Convergence
to solutions lying within the precision of experimental
measurement is rapidly achieved, however, by recomputing the
absorption factor of the sample subsequent to each iterative
area density computation.
A summary of the input data and computational method in
mathematical notation is as follows:
I. Computations related to the standard
A. Input data
1. W.
	 — weight fractions of elements in gelatin
C	 , • f • , L]
2. h	 --- fraction of water in gela-kin




4. t	 — thickness of wet gelatin slice
S. a^	 — gram atoms of standard elements added
(J =	 M)
6. B 	 -- accumulated background intensity count for
kth analyzed element (k = 1, ..., N)
7. Nk
	— accumulated intensity count for kth
analyzed element (k = 1,
	 N)
8. Atomic coaistants (J. W. Colby)
B. Computations
1. Compute mass of each element in gelatin.
m? - wi (1 - h)g	 (i - 1,...,L)
2. Compute mass of each added element.




6. Compute total area density of dry mounted
standard.
7. Compute weight faction of each element in dry
mounted standard.
w i = m 1 /Emi = P i /Fp i = o f/o
8. Compute mass absorption (attenuation) coeffi-
cients of ith element for Ka line of kth element
analyzed.
	
11 k =	 c(z^) a k (i i )	 {k =
	 , ... , Z1)
c and n are constants obtained from J. W.
Colby's set of atomic constants.
9. Compute mass absorption coefficient of sample
for each element analyzed.
xk6 - csc t FCF {1^/pi)k
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a10. Compute absorption factor of standard for
each element analyzed.
ak = (l - e-X 
k 
of /Xk6
iI. Computation related to the red blood cells
A. Input data
wi	--- approximate weight fractions of elements in
dry RBCs (i = 1, ..., L)
a	 — average area density of dry RBC
Nk -- accumulated count for kth element analyzed,
corrected for background (k W 1, ..., N)
B. Computations
1. Compute approximate average area density of
each element in dry red blood cells.
6.	 w.61
2. Compute average mass absorption coefficient of
RBC for each element analyzed.
Xka - csc ^j:oy(p /Ai)k
3. Compute average absorption factor of dry red
blood cells for kth element analyzed.
4. Compute arer density a k of kth element
analyzed - ,;.wing quantitative equation.
0
^0 ta k Nk(Yk k
 k 0'Tk
S. Recompute total area density of RBC using new
area density values of the N analyzed elements.
N	 L-N
ECY k + E CY
k=1	 i=1
6. Repeat computations (2) through (5) until the
largest a k update is less than some arbitrary
percent (0.1 percent for example).
J	 7. Compute the final weight fractions of the









3.1.1 Data and Card Specifications
All integer (I) input is right-justified, alphanumeric (A)
input is left-justified, and real number (F) input is
unrestricted in its specified fields.
3.1.1.1 Card 1: Title and Run Information
FORMAT(A1,I4,2X,5A3,2X,5A4,2X,6A4)
Code lype Columns Description and Units
IDATE I 1,10 Date
MISS I 11,15 Mission identification
MAN I 16,20 Subject code
JSET I 21,25 Sample code
3.1.1.2 Card 2: Program Parameters
FORMAT(3I5,F5.0)
Code	 lyzee-	 Columns	 Description and Units
!PRINT	 I	 1,5	 Namelist; write indicator for
pREC-EDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIIAWO
diagnostic purposes
(IPRINT < 0 for "no write")
Weight index for subroutine GLHFR2
(0 — weights are input through
calling arguments as 1/(sample
variance). 1 — weights are
defined as 1. in the subroutine.







3.1.1.3 Card 3: Microprobe Parameters
FORMAT(4F10.2)
Code Type Cclumns Description and Units
AP F 1,10 Accelerating potential (Kv)
BD F I1,20 Beam diameter	 (10-4:CM)
CT F 21,30 Count time (sec)
DT F 31,40 Dead time	 (10 -3 -sec)
3.1.1.4 Card 4: Sample Parameters
V. FORMAT (31 S,F5. 0)
Code Type Columns Description and Units
ITYPE I i's Sample type	 Cl — RBC,	 2-tissue,
3-gelatin standard)
NSAMP 1 6,10 Number of samples
NA 1 11,15 Number elements analyzed
TBIO F 16,20 Thickness of samples (10 r4 cm)
3.1.1.5 Card 5: Standard Parameters
FORMAT (3Fl0.5,I5)
Code Type Columns Description and Units
GEL F 1,10 Gelatin in liter of standard
solution (grams'
H2O F 11,20 Fraction of water in stock
gelatin (0.	 < H2O < 1.)
TSTD F 21030 Thickness of standard section
(10-4 Cm)
NSTD 1 31,35 Number of standard intensity
counts
3-2
3.1.1.6 Card 6:	 Single Stand-rd Estimated Data
f FORMAT(A2,3X,3F10.0)
Code Type	 Columns	 Description and Units
AE(I)t A	 1,2	 Chemical symbol for Ith analyzed
E
element	 (right justified)
BC(I) F	 6115	 Statistically estimated back-
E
ground for Ith analyzed element
ESC(I) F	 16,25	 Statistically estimated intensity
E
count for Ith analyzed element
SDVESC(I) F	 26,35	 Standard deviation of estimated
E
intensity count for Ith analyzed
element.
l
Note: Program requires one card 6 for each element anaZysed.
These cards are punched out when program runs statis-
s
ticaZ anaZaysis of standard data,	 ITYPE = 0 .




Type	 Columns	 Description and Units




ASE(I) A	 5,6	 Chemical symbol of added element
(right justified)
AMTASE(I)	 F	 8,13	 Amount added element (meq/Q,)
ASE(n) A	 10n -5,	 nth chemical symbol
10 n -4
Code	 Type	 Columns	 Description and Units
AMTASE(n)
	
F	 10n -2, nth amount
lOn +3
Note: Program dimension limitation, n < 6 .
3.1.1.8 Card 8: Standard Intensity Counts
FORMAT(I2,2X,4(A2,1X,F6.0,1X,F6.0,1X))
Code Type Columns Description and Units





ADSE(l.) A 5;6 Chemical symbol, of first
analyzed element
SCT(1,ND) 8,13 Intensity count of first
analyzed element in NDth standard
SCTSD(I,ND) 15,20 Standard deviation of estimated
count
ADSE(n) l7n	 -12, For nth element
17n -11
SCT(n,ND) l7n -9. For nth element
17n -8
e	 Note: Program dimension limitation is n < 10 , and card
















	 A	 9,10	 Chemical symbol of first
analyzed element
ABE(n) A lOn -	 1, For nth analyzed element
10n
3.1.1.10 Card 10: Sample Intensity Counts
FORMAT (6F10. 0)
Code Type Columns Description and Units
CTB(l) F 1,10 Intensity count of first
analyzed element
CTB (n) F lOn -9, For nth analyzed element
lOn
Note: Program dimension limitation is n < 10 , and card
space limitation is n < 7 for cards 9 and 10.	 i
3.1.2 Tape Specifications
Program tape, NASA--MSC Computation and Analysis Division	 ;.a
No. A06690 has one file containing the program with
subroutines.
I3.2.1.1 Punched Program Deck Run
Running the program fftum a punched program deck requires the
following card sequence:
1. NASA-MSC run caret (V RUN)
2. Message card specifying one tape (ON MSG 1 TAPE)
3. Microfilm plot control card (0 PLT)
4. Input tape assign card (0 ASG A=4483)
S. BIOMAP control card (d FOR BIOMAP)
6. BIOMAP program deck
7. GLHFR2 control card (q FOR GLHFR2)
8. GLHFR2 subroutine deck
9. IGIVE control card (V FOR IGIVE)
10. IGIVE subroutine deck
11. GROP1 control card (0 FOR GROP1)
12. GROP1 subroutine deck
13. PLOTS control card (V FOR PLOT3)
14. PLOT3 subroutine deck 	 a
15. HIS1 control card (0 FOR HIS1)
16. HIS1 subroutine deck
17. PCORRE control card (0 FOR PCORRE)
18. PCORRE subroutine deck	 3
19. GAMMA control card (0 FOR GAMMA)
20. GAMMA subroutine deck
21. FACTOR control card (0 FOR FACTOR) 	 I





23. Program execute control card (0 XQT BIOMAP)
24. Data deck
25. End-of-file control card (0 EQF)
26. Optional post mortem dump control card (OE PMD)
3.2.1.2 Tape Run
Running the program from a tape requires the following;
1. NASA-MSC run card (0 RUN)
2. Message card specifying two tapes (ON MSG 2 TAPES)
3. Microfilm plot control card (o PLT)
4. Input tape assign card (d ASG E=$STATP)
5. Program tape assign card ( p ASG B=	 )
6. Complex utility program execute control (0 XQT CUR)





11. Control cards for listing or changing the program or
subroutine statements (0 FOR,* NAME, NAME)
12. Follow with cards described in paragraph 3.2.1.1,






3.2,2 Special Control Cards
z;
Card 2, the program parameter card, contains (1) IPRINT which
must be assigned a nonzero integral value to obtain a name-
list printout for diagnostic purposes, and (2) the weighting
index IWT to specify the weighting option for subrou-
tine GLHFR2.





3.3.1 Printer Output Identification
A run which analyzes a number of standard intensity counts
to statistically estimate the intensity count of the primary
standard, will print out a table giving, for each added
element of each standard, the total	 -equivalent amount
(residual plus added), the measured intensity count, the
area density, the weight percent, the absorption factor;
and, for the primd-. ,y standard, the estimated intensity count
with standard deviation, the estimated background count with
3
standard deviation, and the estimated intensity count less
'j	 the background.
For a run analyzing standard samples relative to a primary
sample a table is printed out giving for each analyzed element
in each sample the measured intensity count, the absorption
factor, the absorption correction, the area density, the
3-S
weight percent and the calculated concentration of the
standard samples.
For a run analyzing a set of red blood cells relative to a
primary sample, a table is printed out giving for each
analyzed element in each red blood cell the measured inten-
sity count, the area density, and the weight percent; and,
for the set, the weight percent range. In addition, a
cumulative plot and a histogram of the weight-percent dis-
tribution over the set is printed.
3.3.2 Microfilm Output
For each analyzed element in a set of standards a microfilm
plot is made which relates the estimated linear relation
between the intensity count and the absorption-corrected
area density for that element.
3.4 Execution Characteristics
3.4.1 Restrictions
The following analytic restrictions must be observed:
(1) When analyzing a set of standards to estimate a most
probable intensity count for the principal standard,
assign the integer value of one to the program parameter
IWT if the standard data are single-point microprobe
intensity counts. If the standard data are average
intensity counts over samples taken from each standard
and the sample variances, assign the integer value two
to IWT.
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(2) The number of standard data must be greater than two.
If not, the program will stop in the subroutine GLHFR2
after writing a diagnostic message noting this error.
(3) When specific standard or sample data are input
(card 10), they are accompanied by the chemical symbol
of the corresponding elements (card 9). If these sym-
bols are not found when checked against the array of
analyzed element symbols the program stops after writing
out a diagnostic statement noting this error.
(4) Principal standard data must be last in the sequence of
standards.
3.4.2 Running Time/Lines of Output
A multiple-execute analysis of sodium and potassium in sets
of 100, 35, 35, and 35 red blood cells ran 1.5 minutes. A
combined statistical analysis of five standard averages and
sodium and potassium analysis of nine standard samples ran
0.5 minute. Lines of output can be calculated as one line
per element analyzed in each standard or red blood cell
analyzed. A run performing all analyses of red cell sets
outputs cumulative distribution and frequency distribution
plots over weight percentage, each of which require three
pages per element analyzed.
3.4.3 Accuracy/Validity
Arithmatic operations are single-precision, which is quite
adequate for the four significant figure iterative criterion
of the area density computation. This computational preci-


































(6) SINGLE STANDARD DATA
CONSTRUCT ATOMIC NUMBER
ARRAYS FOR ADDED ELE-
MENTS AND ANALYZED ELE-
MENTS
SEARCH ATOMIC CONSTANT




















COMPUTE AREA DENSITY OF
ELEMENTS IN DRY STANDARD
AND TOTAL AREA DENSITY
COEFFICIENTS OF STANDARD






FOR K a SPECTRAL LINES OF
ANALYZED ELEMENTS
COMPUTE ABSORPTION FAC-
















ANTI CONCENTRATION INTEN -
SITY COUNT FOR ANALYZED
ELEMENTS OF STANDARD
CHECK CHEMICAL SYMBOLS

















COUNT OF ANALYZED ELE-




QUIKML TO OBTAIN PLOTS
0•
 CONCENTRATION IN-
kENSITY COUNT VS ABSORP-
TION CORRECTED AREA
DENSITY FOR EACH ANALYZED
ELEMENT IN STANDARD
PRINT AND PUNCH PRINCIPAL
STANDARD DATA



















CAL SAMPLE FOR K, LINES
OF ELEMENTS ANALYZED
COMPUTE ABSORPTION FAC-
TORS OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLI












OF ANALYZED ELEMENTS IN IS	 NO




[COb 'PUTE VOLUME DENSITY
4.iiD MILLIMOLAR CONCENTRA-
UPDATE AREA DENSITY TIC	 ON OF ANALYZED ELEMENTS
ARRAY AND WEIGHT PER-
CENTAGE ARRAY FOR ELE-












CURRENT CYCLE AND THOSE




0.001 COMPUTE MEAN, RANGE, AND
STANDARD DEVIATION OF
WEIGHT PERCENTAGE DISTRI-
BUTION FOR EACH ANALYZED
ELEMENT
YES
TRANSFER AREA DENSITIES CALL SUBROUTINE IGIVEOF ANALYZED ELEMENTS FOR CUMULATIVE DiSTRI-TO HOLDING ARRAY




CALL SUBROUTINE HIS1 FOR
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
PLOT OF WEIGHT PERCEN-





Math Code Iype_ Description
xnff ABC(n) F Mass absorption coefficient of
biological sample for nth
analyzed element.
(a 0 /a) n ABCO(n) F Absorption correction for nth
analyzed element.
ABCS(n) F Mass absorption coefficient
of standard for nth analyzed
element.
ABE(n) I Chemical symbol of nth analyzed
element in biological sample.
11 n
M
AC(n,m) F Mass absorption coefficient of
mth element for Ka line c" nth
analyzed element.
Cr ADB F Area density of biological
sample.
on
ADNB(m) F Area density of mth element
in biological sample.
v,0 ADNS(m) F Area density of mth element
in standard.
o° ADS F Area density of standard.
ADSE(n) I Chemical symbol of nth analyzed
element in s-tandard.
AE(n) T Chemical symbol of nth analyzed




a n AFB(n) F
an AFS (n) F
AMTASE(k) F
wm AMTGEL(m) F




Absorption factor of biological
sample for nth analyzed element.
Absorption factor of standard
for nth analyzed element.
Amount in millimoles per liter
of kth element added to standard.
Approximate weight percentage
of mth element in dry gelatin.
Literal list in data statement.
Approximate weight fraction of
mth element in normal dry red
blood cell. Literal list in
data statement.
Kinetic energy of focused
electrons given in Kev. Also
electron gun accelerating
potential. Not used in calcu-
lation.
Ratio of effective area of
excitation on the standard to
that of the biological sample.
Assigned a value of 1.0 for






ASE (Q) I	 Chemical symbol of kth element
added to standard.
BD F	 Beam diameter (10-4 cm).
BC(n) F	 Background intensity count for
nth analyzed element in standard.
Note:	 Concentration intensity
count for biological samples
are assumed to be background
corrected.
BIOHL(m) I	 Chemical symbol of mth element
in normal biological. cells.
Literal list in data statement.
BIOZ(m) I	 Atomic number of mth element in
normal biological cells.	 Literal
list in data statement.
COEF(k) F	 kth component of coefficient
array for given analyzed ele-
ment returned to BIOMAP from
GLHFR2.	 COEF(1) is the esti-
mated background intensity count
(intercept)	 and COEF(2)	 is the
estimated rate of concentration
intensity count increase with








Math Code Type Description
C CON F Empirical constant	 C	 used in
computing mass absorption
coefficient (re K = 0 TI ) .
Obtained from atomic constants.
CONC(n) F Concentration of nth analyzed
element in gelatin sample
(millimoles/liter).
I/I a CR(n) F Concentration intensity count
ratio for nth analyzed element
(sample count/standard count).
csc^ CSCTH F Cosecant of 52.5 degrees the
angle of X-ray emergence. 	 Fixed
parameter set equal to 1.2605.
CT F Counting time for sample and
standard (seconds).
I n CTB(n) F Concentration intensity count
of nth analyzed element in
biological sample.
DATE A Date of computer run request.
DEL(n) F Fractional difference between
area densities of nth analyzed
element as computed in two
adjacent iterative cycles.
P Q PENAD(Q) F Volume density of Lth element
added to standard (gams/cm3).








EX F Exponent	 n	 of absorption wave-
length	 X	 used in computation




F F An array of weight percentage
frequencies falling in each
interval cr group.	 Returned
from statistical subroutines
IGIVE and HISI.
GEL F Concentration of s-i-ock gelatin
in gelatin standard (grams/liter).






DRYGEL F Concentration of anhydrous
gelatin in standard base
(grams/cm 3
DT F Counter dead time (10 6 seconds).
Not used in computation.
EDGE F Absorption edge wavelengths 	 X





ESC(n) F Statistically estimated concen-
tration intensity count for nth




Math	 Code Type Description
ICOUNT I Iterative cycle counter for	 }
sample element area density
computation.




Holder for sample number of
principal standard..	 Always
last standard in sequence.
IPS I Flag identifying principal.
standard.	 Always last standard
in sequence.
ITITX I and Data statement arrays containing
ITITY I abscissa and ordinate titles for
;microfilm plot of concentration
intensity count vs absorption
corrected area density.
ITIT1 I and Data statements containing
ITIT2 I histogram of print plot headings.
ITYPE I Type designator for sample to be
analyzed (RBC-1, TISSUE-2,
GELATIN-3).
MDIM I Dimension of concentration inten-
sity count and absorption cor-
rected area density array input
to subroutine GLHFR2.
NA I Number elements analyzed.
NAD I
:;,








	 Code 'hype Description
NAME A Name of run requester.
NEE I Number of biological elements.
NG I Number of weight percentage
groups.
	
Fixed i n program.
NPROB I Problem number in title and
run information (Card 1) .
NSAMP I Number of biological samples
to be analyzed.
NSE I Number of elements in standard,
NSTD Z Number sets of standard concen-
tration intensity count data
used in statistical estimates.
NZ I Atomic number symbol used in
computation of mass absorption
coefficient.
NZA(Z) I Atomic number of ith chemical
element added to standard.
NZAE(n) T Atomic number of nth analyzed
element in standard.
NZSE(m) I Atomic number of mth chemical
• element in standard.
P (i, j) F j th atomic constant of ith
atomic number chemical element
(i	 =	 1,100 and 3
	
= 1,36).
PABC F Partial absorption coefficient
ia
Math
	 Code Type Description
POE F Power of	 a	 (base of natural
log) ; used in computing absorp-
tion factors.
Q P and Arrays containing coordinates
R F of endpoints of microfilm
plotted line fitted to concen-
tration intensity count vs
absorption corrected area
density data.
RHOB2(n) F Computed volume density of nth
analyzed element in gelatin
sample.
SCT(n) F Concentration intensity count
of nth analyzed element in
standard.
SDEV F Standard deviation of RBC popu-
lation distribution.
SDVERR(n) F Estimated standard deviation of
error in intensity count measure-
ments for nth analyzed element.
SDVESC(n) F Standard deviation of error in
estimated concentration inten-
sity count for nth analyzed
element.
SE A Chemical symbol array for ele-
ments in gelatin.
SIGBI(n) F and Area density of nth analyzed
STGB2(n) F element in sample as computed
4-13
Math
	 Code Type Description
in current and previous iterative
cycles, respectively.
o n	SIGS(n) F Area density of nth analyzed
element in standard.
STEP F Width of weight percentage
groups in cumulative and fre-
quency distribution plots.
SUMI F and Cumulative sums used in comput-
SUM2 F ing RBC distribution statistics.
SX(i,j) F Absorption corrected area den-
sity of jth element in ith
standard.
TAG A Problem type identification.
TBIO F Thickness of biological sample
(10 -4
 cm) .
TITLE A Descriptive title of run.
TSTD F Thickness of gelatin standard
(10 -4 cm) .
VAR F Variance of weight percentage
distribution of analyzed ele-
ment in RBC sample.
VARCOV(i,j) F ij element of covariance matrix
returned from GLHFR2.
VARERR F Estimated measurement error
variance returned from GLHFR2.
X
	
WAVE F Wavelength of	 Ka	 X-ray photon




Math	 Code Type Description
wm	 WFBB(m) F Weight fraction of mth element
in biological sample.
WM F Array of statistical weights
	 !
used in GLHFR2 .
WTPMX(i,$) F Weight percentage of jth ana-
lyzed element in ith RBC.
X(i)i F Weight percentage of specified
E
_
element in ith RBC.	
z
XBAR F Mean weight percentage of speci-
fiedelement in RBC set.
a
XL,XR F Left and right marginal values
of absorption corrected area
density in microfilm plot.
XM F Array of absorption corrected
area densities.
XMAX F Maximum and minimum weight per-
XM1N centage of specified analyzed




area density of specified ana-
lyzed element in set of standards. 	 !
YB,YT F Top and bottom marginal values
of intensity count for micro-
film plot.
YM F Array of intensity counts for E
specified analyzed element
over set of standards.
YMX F Maximum intensity count of speci-












4.3.1 STAT-CAT Statistical Subroutine
Documentation of the following subroutines can be found in
the NASA-MSC Computation and Analysis Division Statistical















-- GLHFR2 (General Linear
Hypothesis Statistical Model
of Full Rank Iwo)
— B. F. Edwards, March 1971





The purpose of this subroutine is to compute best linear
unbiased estimates (BLUE) of parameters associated with a
linear statistical model of full rank two. This model has
the form y = Xs + e where Y is a random n-vector of
weighted observations (measurements), X is an nx2-matrix
of weighted known fixed independent quantities (experimental
parameters), S is a 2-vector of unknown coefficients
(intercept and slope), and a is an unknown random n-vector
of measurement errors which satisfies either Case (1):
• is distributed N(O,a 2 I), with a 2 unknown, or Case (2):
• is a random vector such that E(e) = 0 and




Math Code Type	 Description
n	 N	 I	 Number of observations.
.	 {xi}	 X	 F n-array of known experimental
constants.
.	 {yi}	 Y	 F n•array of observations.
{wi }	 W	 F n-array of weighting coefficient.,,.
M	 I Calling program dimension of the
X, Y, and W	 arrays.
EB	 F 2--array of linear coefficient estimate.
0 2 	EVAR
	
F Estimate of equivalent homegeneous
error variance.
cov(^)	 VAREB	 F 4-array of variance-covariance matrix




Data is input or output through argument lists and the
n-ri nt tm rl	 -namPl; rt- HATS which contai-ns	 N	 and EVAR and	 °i
• Storage
Code: 252 octal
Data: 143 octal. (M = 25)
METHOD
If a quantity to be measured (p) is known to depend
linearly on a quantity (x) over a given range (x', x"),
the functional relationship between u and x is given
by
P = a+bx ;	 (x' _<x<x")	 (1)
where a and b are constant parameters. If a pair of
points (x1, 
"1 )  and (x2, "1 2 ) are known which satisfy the
relation (1), then a and b can be computed.
If, however, for fixed x , say xi
 , one successively
attempts to measure p(x i ) but obtains fluctuating values
yij where the subscript j denotes the jth measurement
at xi , then yid can be equated to the true value
V(x i ) plus an error e ij ,
yij = u(xi) + e 1
or






Solving Equation (2) for the error term yields
e	 - y	 - a - bx
a. 3	 i j	 z
l
distributed with mean
e.. — N(0 ,01} 	 or (B) ,13
and the expectation of
( e ,	 . ; and, furthermore, for either (A) or (B).^^) L is o z
the a 	 are equal for every i , then point and interval
estimates of the parameters a and b and u(x) can be
made provided that the total number of measurement is
greater than two and i > 1 .
If the a2 are not equal, e.. in Equation (3) may be
transformed to e.	 N(0,1) so that all of are equal
to unity. This transformat'.Lon consists of multiplying
(3) by 1/cr to obtain
e	 --ij	 yyJ	 i/a - (a + bx )/Qz	 i
In general the a. are not known and estimates of of
S. must be obtained from independent measurements or as
I
functions of y,
e* 3	yid /s. - (a + bxi V s .	 (4)
with e.. distributed with variance a	 only approxi-
mately equal to one.
If (A), the e.. are normally13	 2
	
0 and variance a.	 that is
the expectation of 









The n measurements (4) can be combined into the matrix
equation
e = Y - X^
	
(S)
where e and Y are n-vectors;




1w	 the weighting factor, is 1/s i ; and S is the 2-vector
of parameters a and b . Estimates of a and b can be
obtained from estimators derived, in case (A) by the maximum-
likelyhood method or, in case (B), by the least-squares
method. In the least-squares method
n
1 e	 --
*2	 ele = CY 	X^)'(Y - XB)	 (6)F1 K
Differentiating with respect to	 and setting to zero
yields
D (e l e) /@a	 2X'Y -	 2X'Xe = 0
and the unbiased estimate of	 a	 is the matrix solution
(X , X)	 X ly (7)
An estimate of	 a* 2 the expectation of 2Ce * 	following
from 2(6),	 is	 a * Cy	 -	 X )'(Y	 -	 X^)/n i jSlight modifica-
tion produces an unbiased estimate:
2
CY (Y	 XO)	 ( Y	 xa)	 (n 2)
or















Expansion of (7) yields:
I
a	 ^^ = 
(Fiyi j




i i	 i i i
b - 
'2 = (D'i D'i x iy i - Ewixi Fwiyi) 1D
with
D - FW ^L4 x z - ^^W Xi	 i i	 i i)
Expansion of (8) yields:
0*2 = (E, iy2
 
aE iy i - bEW ixiy z	 (10)
The variance-covariance matrix of 	 =s given by
coV(s)	 _	 (xrx)-7.o *2 = (x sx ) - "*2
and yields
Cr W Cy2 Ewzx,/D
^*
flab
 - Crba = -Cr 2 Ewixi/D
Cy = 6 2 Fwi/D	 X11)
E	
j
In this subroutine the n-arrays of measurements Y
known fixed constants X , and precalculated weighting
coefficients W are input through the calling arguments	 i
and the estimates in equations (9) , (10) , and (11) are
calculated and output., also through the calling arguments.
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D- 1	 DETINV	 F





y i 	 YY










Reciprocal of the determinant
D = IX'XI = 'SI.
The 11, 12, and 22 elements of
the (X'X) -1 or S-1 matrix.
Working symbol for the weighting
coefficient w. .I
Working symbol for the fixed
parameter x. .i
Working symbol for the measure-




















^w.x SUMWX F	 Sum of the products w.x..1
,Wixz SUMWXX F	 Sum of the products wixy.




Math Code Type- Definition
'wlyi SUMWYY F Sum of the products ^aiyi'
i SUMWW F Sui-• of the product -	 w
X'Y XTY1, F Components of the vector (X'Y).
XTY 2
References
F. A. Graybill, An .Introduction to Linear Statistical
Models, Vol. 1, McGraw-Hill Boob	 mpany, II LI-.,
New York (1961), Chapter 6.
C. A. Bennett and N. L. Franklin, Statistical Analyses
.:.n Chemistry and the Chem4cal _Industry, John Wiley and
Sons, New York (1954), Section 6.27.
RESTRICTIONS
s Analytic













The subprogram uses single-precision accuracy. There is 	 a
t
no loss of significance in the output.
r
VALIDATION PLAN
Mathematical equations were checked out by showing, when
the weighting coefficients were equal to unity, that they
reduced to the least-squares line-fitting formula. Opera-
tional checks were made by showing that the straight line
I` estimates correctly fit the data sets.
•	 i	 -
}3}
	 CODING INFORMATION	 <..i
s Special Program Constants
{ None.
a Timing
The subroutine has not been timed.
DETAILED FLOW CHART









INITIALIZE SUMS TO ZERO
FORM SUMS OF w, x i , yi,
w ixi , w iy i , wixi, wixiyi,
2
wiyi
COMPUTE ESTIMATE OF THE
^ VECTOR (EQ. 9)
COMPUTE ESTIMATE OF THE
ERROR VARIANCE 6 (EQ. 10)
COMPUTE ESTIMATE OF THE
^ VARIANCE-COVARIANCE
MATRIX (EQ. 11)
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22Ua	 OU29A	 -IEXECB	 LEVEL	 E12UI0009A)
` THIS C U 14P IL A T18N *AS	 DONE Ory	I V	NOV	 71	 AT	 IO:t1i11
SUBRUUTINE GLHFR2	 ENTRY POINT OOU2g1
1
STUhACIE USED:
	 CODEII-)	 0003051	 DA7AIU)	 080150;	 BLANK COMMONIZI	 000000
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0001	 000035	 1176 UGOI	 000205 12L UOOI	 000045 127G	 --- }




HATS	 0ri00	 I	 080808-- 1 0080 R 080920 SINV-II - - 	 	 ---
UUUU R UOOOZI
	
5INVl2	 0000 R	 000U22 5INV22	 nn00 R 000001	 SUMW 0000 R OOnOU2 SUMwX Of700 R 0000O q	SUMWXX
00 08 R 00000S SUM"XY	 UOUO R 000003 SUMYrT	 OnOO R 000006 SURIN T Y 0000 R 000011	 Irw 00D0 R OOUn12 W%	 --
UUUU N ODUUI4
	
AAX	 UOUO R OOOU15 kxY	 Ono[) R 000013 WY 0000 R	 000016 YtYY 0000 R 000023 XTYI
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SUBROUTInt	 GLH V R2tN,X,Y, t+,M,16,E8,EVAR,VARERI j
OUIUt
	 ze	 C	 a N	 = HuhaER OF	 OBSERVATIUNS
00101	 10	 C	 a	 A	 s ARRAY
	 OF	 KNOhN	 INDEPENDENT	 VARIABLE VALUES I
OUIUI	 4 • 	C- a 'h- --w--ARPtr-Of 013SER IVED OEPENOENT VARIABLE VAttiEs
UU)UI	 be	 C	 a	 n	 a ARRAY
	 OF	 WEIGHT VALUES i
00101
	 oa	 C	 a	 M	 : OIMLNSION	 Of	 It+PUT	 ARRAYSI	 X,Y,ik. f
U1JlU1
	 ?a	 C	 e	 L B 	 x ESTIMATES	 Or	 LINEAR	 COEFFICIENTS a
801 U I	 Ba	 C	 a £VAR	 - ESTIMATE OF	 ERROR VARIANCE
UUlut	 9a	 C	 n 	 VAREB
	
w	 ELEMENTS OF	 VARIANCE MATRIX FOR ESTIMATEU LIN. COEFFICIENTS
UUIU1
	 I0+	 -L -
UU3U1s	 C	 lry	 ;	 0	 ktiEIGHT5	 ARE11	
	
INPUT THROUGH CALLING ARGUMENTS	 (I/SAMPLE VAR) ^
I
J




DEFINE D 	AS	 1.	 IN	 GLHFR2 I^
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OUI414	 I6+	 +tk4iEt}6T/44*TSfFl,Etr1II.EBI21TF VAR ,VAREBII,I) T VARE6 t t-,24^VhRE-Bt2,)1, -
UUIU4	 Ila	 1	 VARER(2,2)
1101 05 	18a	 nRITE16,I)
^►
OUIUT	 lie	 I	 FORMAT(IbU,///,IOX, 2 SUBROUTI N E	 GLHFR2',///1 '
UUIIU	 2Ua	 If-IN,LE.21	 GO	 TO	 12
00111	 Zia	 IF(I4*EQr1)	 GU	 TD	 B 'f
`t
00114	 tta	 IFYI-*-;tFoll	 flu	 Tp	 10







^+ OO1Z6	 270	 B CONTINUE
	
w 
OU126	 aa•	 DO 9 1 - I sN
	
001 31 
	Z9•	 6111 - 1.
	
0o 132	 311*	 ._9 CONTINUE
	
0013 91	 310	 1U CONTINUE
	
00136	 33a	 $Umax + d.
	
00137	 34*	 S^iY fit).
	





0 0192	 37•	 SUMBYY = U.
	
out*2---	 --3-p t	 C	 FoRil 5 d MS
	
U0143	 39•	 DO 11 1 Y I$N
	
00146	 4o+	 xx = x111
	 _..
	
00147	 41•	 YT - Y111
	
00168	 q2*	 Yfw n a I I I
	
00151	 43•	 VA - IYW a XX
	
OU153	 45•	 irxx = r, X • XX
	
00154	 q6+	 Y1 XY	 *x • YY
	
00155	 47•	 iiYY M NY • YY
	
00156	 4is*	 SUM,) - SU M rr + WW	 - - ---
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	 990	 SuMyX	 SUHw X + WA
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00172	 611*	 XTVI = SutinY
	 3
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4.4 ProEr m Listings
The program listings are shown on the following pages.
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11 • 	 r-M) "VALERCE -tt}t I , 21 , ICS 1 1 1 )
UU114
	
Id•	 DATA b1UEL. / t H 1 1 1 0114 N+, 6 011+VA+,+ P+,+ S','CL',' K+,+FE+/





DAT A AMTGEL/07.29,4?. 72,15.03,34.74,OD.On.On•DUs0U.22,aU.UD,u0.00.
`J
Dolxz	 2I •
	DATA AMTRBC /+ 0721..5368,.16719.2006, . 0 p 12 „p03U „ 0038, . 0098 „ 0114,
OGIZZ	 230	 I	 ,0031/
00129	 lye	 DATA TITLLI / I CDNCLNTRATi O N F R EQUENCY DISTRIBUTION',6 91 I/
00126	 250	 DATA tTTITX(I),1=I,121/7Z I4 A8 5ORPTION-FACTOR 0 AR E A-DENSITY t1000..
00126	 1.60	 161
-OUI34	 $ -- --pyl7A-- 11-T1TYrIIi t^12t / 72H ACCUMULATED COUNT-- -1-Y9"31------
UOIdO	 260 : .-r 	1	 /00132	 290-
Uri133	 306	 NAMELIST/SDATA / DENAO,DENS , AONSoAD5 , SIGS , AC,ABCS , AFS,W,PSE
00134	 310	 NAMELIST /(P LHIO/NSTD , XM,Y+t , Wti,BG,ESC , SDV£SC , SDVERR
0 p 1 3 5	 320	 NAIIELIST/ BUATA/ABC,AFB,AB CO,CR,STG5,SIGB2 , ADNBrADB , AFBE,ICOUNT
00136 — 3f-_..,_---._- --NA
-
Hft;15:ftSTkl—/'k"ti,XnAXiXBAR—sVAR
, SDEV — — —
0 01 3 7	 390	 CSCTH n 1x2605
00137	 JSr C
00137	 360	 C • LIST OF OPTIONS
001 37
	370	 C	 IPRIttT - 0 NO NAHELIST PRINTOUT ITYPICALI
U01.37	 390	 C	 1PRINT w i PHINT NA MELISTS CONTAINING INTERMEDIATE CALCULATIONS
Oltl37-3
	 —C - 1 T . p-7tE>Csrr7 -*R E- INPUT- THROOGH CALLINe *RGUME-NTS---tj*'S ffPLE *ARF
DO W	 400	 C	 IwT a 1 OLIGHTS ARE DEFINED A5 I. IN GLHFR2
00137	 41+ 	C	 IVIT : 2 *E I G H T S ARE CALCULATED IN GLHFR2 AS 1./YTI) I11P O ISSON VAR)
00137	 92 0 	C	 ITYPL. or 0 ONLY STATISTICAL AN A LYSIS OF STANDARD DATA PERFORMED
00137	 43 ► 	 C	 ITYPE-, I SAMPLES ARE RED BLOOD CFLLS
00137	 440	 C	 ITYPE n 2 SAMPLES ARE BIOLOGICAL TISSUE SECTIONS
00137
	 - YS+-- ---t71F
	 3-wxrAM>skES- ARE CsILATiFT SECTIONS
001J7	 460	 C
00137	 470	 C • INPUT PROSLCM INFORMATION
00140	 41j0	 Re AU(5 , 81 IUATS,MISS , MAN,JSET
00151
	 44 +
	9 FORKATI2AEi , T5,A5,A51
a	 00152	 5U0	 ARITE16 , 200) IDAT £, H1SS,HAri,JSET
i,	 00-1;3 ... crl+	 -Z08- FOH AF -i^c^kR{T T.-4,2kSrI6tA6. *rat
+a	 00163	 520	 C
00163	 530	 C + INPUT PROGRA }t PARAMLTERS
00169	 540	 READT5,91 IPRINT,IRT
00170	 690	 *RITgT6s2I0) 1PRINT,I*T
LU114	 560	 21U FORMAT( I
 CARD 2 0,3151
0017 14 -5/+ ----C- ­-- . _. _... _-
001 7 9	 5B0	 L 0 INPUT MICROPR08E PANAMETERS
00175	 540	 RhA0(5 0) AP,80,CT,DT
UO2U3	 &U0	 7 FORMAT ( 4F10.2)
UU2114	 6l0	 WRITEI622U71 AP,BU,CT,OT
00212	 61.0	 207 FORMA W CARD 3 +,4F10.21
U U 212	 630---- E
	 -	 -- --- 
00212	 640	 C 0 INPUT SAMPLE INFORMATION
UO2i3
	 650	 READ0ri41 ITYPEtNSAHP,NA,TSID
00221
	 660	 4 FOHMAT(3I51FS.U)
00222	 670	 *Nl TEt6s2Oy ►
 1TYPL,N5AMP,NA,TeI0
0023U	 6b0	 z04 FORM6T( # CARD 4 t 0l 5rF5•Ul
00231 .	 690- .._	 Ttll .O—'TH kovl^UE-U4
013231
	 IU0	 C
00+131	 710	 C n INPUT - STANDARD OATA
00232	 720	 READ15961 GEL:HZO,TSTU#N5ID
002 1lU	 130	 6 FORHATI3FIUaS,IS)
00241	 740	 6RITE(692031 GEL,N2OtTSTD,NSTG
ODD 47	 ]5r-	 - ?tt3 fStftttfl'F{^ CJrRD S- r3FI-0 ► 5s153
00450
	 760	 TSTS 0 T5ID0I.0E•U4
00261	 770	 REA01S 3 21 (AEil),BGIIt,ESCiI) , SDVESCII)vlolgNAI
00262	 790	 4 F0R4ATlA2o3Xs3F10s01
WR b	 1 "841 t	 t I I	 SDVFSCC LL.,t-x4_J_#A I
UU274 8110 202 FORMATI O
	CARD	 6	 81A20X13FIU901
UO2 7 4 81* C_-
00274 820 COMPUTERBC
	 AREA DENSITY ANV C UkRENT	 INTERCEPT	 RATIO
00275 834 IF-1fTVPEsNE#I1	 60	 TO	 55
00277 & ULA C41405T[Co THE %ST FOR EQUALITY BEIAEE N
 NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL.
00301 856 Clay	 I-	 EXPI-0.5/0.750021
00302 86* C12—	 tv	 EXP1-4v5/11s75602)
00303 874 C2 n C12	 Cl
884 A05	 r	 324 8 1.131728 ►Cl	 0	 .482720C2/8*)O.00GI/C12cO3.1641r,9
UO3U5 B?e GO To 312
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UU311 930 CZ	 CIZ	 CI
OU312 9" ADS	 32oo(V*5vC1/9s	 + 0 . 5*CR113a75mtZ	 90100-000I/C12/3*19159
00313 956 312 CONTINUE
U-tc-t. 2
00315 970 rf R I T E J 6 j D I ST
00320 988 35 CONTINUE
UO321) 799 C
OID320 100* C
00120 Lute C •	 .HIS LOO P FORMS ATONIC NUMBER	 AjqO S YMB OL ARRAYS,	 AND COMPUTES AREA
I Ott COE F FICIENTS
	
FOR	 EACH­ -A­ftA-k71ZF--D ELEMENT	 Ift
00320 IU30 L EACH STANDAkD
ID5• 00	 111	 NJ)	 n
	 ItNSTV
106* READIbISI	 NADmIASt111,AmTA5E111 j I
	
w	 I,rJADj
oop q 1070 5	 FORMATEII13A,bIA211XIF4.011XII
ft)B ' __ n*1_T_ettr-V2 tJSJ- -"U l I ASEt I I FAmT A Sc I I	 i m l '"ADk
00345 4096 Zn5	 FOH M ATI V 	CARD	 7	 'pI1,3)(s6(A291XsF6-Op1X))
00346 IIU* IFtfw9TDvEQ#I)	 60	 10	 321
00350 lilt READ150051	 IPSPIANSEIIIISCTit.Np)eSCTSD(I ► Nolol-IoNAI
00361 lizo 305	 FOfimATll2v2X,4(A2g$XoF6 n DYIXIF6.CliixlI
00362 111• ARITE(6m2U6)	 IPS,(ANSECI)vSCT(ItNO1,SCT*SDI),NDI,Ix14NAI
j'j2.2Xj4tA29 IX sF1jvOs
00311 1150 DO	 32	 1	 x	 I,Nh
00377 lt6s tFt1rjSEtI1.EQ4AE1I11 	 tjo	 To	 32
U0401 III* *NITE(6i24i)
	 NDvNSTo
UO4U5 110# Zql	 FOR"AltIH0 1 5XI I ANALYZED LLEMENT	 CHECK	 ARRAYS
	 ANSEIIJ	 AND AE(I),	 I00405 119• 1	 J,NA9 ARE NOT
	 IDENTICAL0 1/,SWCHECK CARDS 7 AND 8 FOR STANDAR
041405--
  3 t
Oo4U6 121• 40 To 999
U01407 122* j2 CONTINUE
U0411 1;230 321	 CONTINUE
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004 12 1210 IF1•4P*NL,I1
	 GO	 TO
	 112
U04.1 4 128 Do	 It	 I	 w	 J(HAO
U0 1117 1290 00	 12	 j a	 1.100
130 0 IFtIf!2(j).NE.ASE(I)j	 60	 To	 12
U0424 t3la "xAtIj
U0125 13-2* TO	 Ut
OU-426 133• 12 CONTINUE
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00437 138* IL CONTINUE
00491 1390 DO	 13	 1	 =	 I,NA
U0444 190* DO	 IN	 J =i,100
00447 1930 IF(IC5(J).NE.AEtII)






	 GO	 TO	 13
00457 t^t6t *RITri6TtO2l
	 I
00962 1470 102 FO RM AT(IHU,IOX,'ANALYZED
	 ELE M ENT	 S Y MBOL'tl3oIX* , 4 A 5	 NOT	 FOUN0110"*3-- -
U0969 149+ 13 -CONTI NUE00'1* 04 150• C
U0964 1510 C 0 FORM SYMBOL,
	 DENSITY	 AND ATOMIC NUMBER
	 ARRAYS FOR S T ANDARD ELEMENTS00 1 446 15z0 112 COtvTIttUE
00 4167 1534 DU	 21	 I	 =	 1,10
0G*7,2------•T5+t•
--BttrtrL
	 'Get* 1 f, U	 H2O) 0 1 ,0E-03
00473 1550 SE111
	 =	 BIOELIII
U0474 156* NZSEII)	 n 	 BIOZII)
00 ,415 157• DENS(I)
	 =	 ORYGEL*AMTGEL(I)6t0UE-O2
U0476 158* 21 CUNT MUE
U0500 1590 DO	 22	 1	 =	 I,NAD
00SU3-3 trp^ - zwz'A t PI---- -
	
- -- -	 --	 -	 ---- - ..
	 T
UOSU9 161+ DENAD(ll	 n	 AMTASElI49'=INil)*1.0E-06
00505 162* 22 CONTINUE
O05U7 163* K	 =	 lU
UU510 169♦ OQ 23	 1 x	 I,NAD
a	 00513 165 * DU	 24	 J	 R	 I, K 	T
v,	 .C10S31Y- .._i{r{,d,. ^1 T^E°tsSEf!) } GD TO 25
°'	 U052U 1670 24 CONTINUE
00522 1680 K	 w K*I




UO5Z5 1710 DENS(K)	 DENAO(l)





----00527 1730 25 CONTINUE	 R
00530 17 .1* DENS(,fl
	 OENSIJI
	 +	 DENAOil)
00531 175• 23 CONTINUE
00531 116+ c
U0531 177& C r CALCULATE A R EA DENSITY OF DRY STANDARD
00533 t7 itr - rr3	 r-r,------- _._..	
-	
-	 ---
D0539 179• ADS = 0.
U0535 180• DO	 'a)
	
1	 x	 I,NSE
UU5 14U 1810 AONS(1)
	 -	 DENS111*TSTO
005'il 1d20 AD5 x	 ADS 0	 ADNS(ll
U0542 1830 b1 CONTINUE
00599 10" -- - --00-5t- r--TTItSE-
00i41 lase PtPSE(1)	 =	 lOD.*ADNS(I)/ADS





J0552 1840 C r COMPUTE ELEMENTAL MASS ABS O RPTION COEFFICIENTS FOR A NALYZED LINES
'J05r4 190* _--
— Do-U "– 1 x t : Nil
F!	 - —_
I_








D0575	 1990	 CON n PtN1,3D1
00577 2Uie GO TO 45
00600 202w g4 CON x PtNi,m*121
OU6Ul 2030 IFIH-10146,47,48
00604 204* of EX- m-P(N2,19)
00405 2U50 GU	 TO 45
_...-00*06-2Da Ex	 -	 rr2-rzu)	 _	
-- -	 -
00607 207+ GO TO 95
00610 108• q8- I-FI-M=13147,49150
00613 2090 99 EX a 2.60
00634 2100 60 TO 45
D06 5 211• 50 IFEMoLT . 171	 GO	 To	 49
------ -	 _ _
00620 213* 95 AC(IjJI	 0	 CONOWAVEO*C 1{
00621 114• 41 CONTINUE
00621 2150
	 C
00621 216•	 C e COHPtv TE MA55 ABSOR PIION COE FFICIENT OF STANDARD FOR ANALYZED LINES
x0624 2170 113 CONTINUE
00625-..	 l Ss_ ;;r	
-•-L-^N/r_	
---- -----00630 2190 ABCS11)	 Y	 00
00631 220+ DO 53'J
	 =	 I,NSE





00636 223* 53 CONTINUE
OU636 225 0
	C • CUMPUTE
	 ABSORPTION FACTORS FOR ANALYZED LINES
	
IN STANDARD
0001 2260 DO	 5 41'1	 -	 IjNA
00644 2270 POE	 2	 ABC51l)OCSCT H
00695 .1280 AFSIII	 r	 I1,	 - EXPI-POE WPOE
U0646 2299 54 CONTINUE
00646 4310	 C • COMPUTE AREA DENSITIES FOR ANALYZED ELEMENTS
	 IN STANDARD
00650 232+ DO 55	 1	 ¢	 I,NA
00653 2;30 DO 56 J s 105E
U0656 134* TFl0ZAEi3I.E17.NZ5EtJ11
	
G O	 TO	 57
110660 1350 56 CONTINUE
-tI0Bb2 235 0-- -...
_57-ttrRTTt7trE^--
U0663 2370 SIGS11)
	 n 	 AUNSIJI
00664 138* 5S CONTINUE
00666 X390 00	 114	 1	 "	 1,NA
00671 240* SX11jNO)	 '	 AFS(1)
	 •	 51G5t1]
00672 2410 114 CONTINUE
00674 2420-	 .
-- 
—IFT1!"ttiN'TTM13Lr rtli YfrtTEtb, SUAiA )	 - ----- ------°-
0U7UO 443e IPINSTD.EW.1)
	 60	 TO	 116




00702 2450 DU	 31	 1	 R	 I,Nk
00705 2460 AUTO(lil.N111
	 =	 AnTASE111
OON6 2470 A"1011,200)	 n 	 IOU,05IGSIW ADS
OU707 44g+-
----N3vI rt-v-am--sTlas(Tl
U0710 1490 AN101114,ND1	 n 	 AF511)






	 253*	 L11 CONTINUE
40716	 2S4*	 t -	 - °-
00716
	 2556	 C • COMPUTE ESTIMATES OF STATISTICAL PARAMETERS FOR SET OF STANDARDS
00716	 2560	 C	 AND COMPUTE MOST PROBABLE COUNT FOR THE PRINCIPAL STANDARD
00720










	 2616	 iFIINT.EW901 WHIZ) r l*0/SCT5DII,ND)••Z
110732	 2621	 III CUNT-I uE-
(10734	 2630.
	 MDIM = 25
--U044 - 76 4 P	 CArt, kM } Y M srit riiD l Ft, I W T ► E41 F rVatR RRzi`i Ct7V Z	 - --- - --- -- _-- -	 _^_ _	 _._. ---	 _.





COEFIl) + COEF(21 SXII,NO) 	 -.	 —
UU742	 2670	 AN10{1,5,ND) n SCT(I,ND)
00743	 2trB + 	ANr0-t1-r6;ND)-	 E5CHx(IINO)
110749	 2690	 34 CONTINUE
(10747
	 271•	 ESCIII- COEF11) + COEF(21*SX[I,INI`X)
OE1750 `272-k
	SOVESCf-i) - S(iR T (ABS1VARC0VII,I) + VARCOV(2,2)*SX(1,lNDX)*021)
00761	 2730	 SDYERR(l) - SWRTIABSIVARERRI!
00762	 27 0t0	 IFt1PRINTrNE.UI t7RITE1604H I4!
00756	 275*	 PUNCH 2,IAEtI1,BG(1),ESCt11,SDVESC(III
_aa-v-6— 2-7-6*—t
00756	 277*	 C • MICROFILM IA14DARD COUNT VS n ABSORPTION-FACTOR 0 AREA-DENSITY
00764	 2760	 AMA w 0.
00165	 ?796	 YMX ,e 0.
U0766	 ZOO&	 DO Ile J m I,NSTD
90771
	 2810
	 XM(J) n XM(J)*l.OE+O6




00	 00773	 4630	 IFfAMIJ).GT.XMX) AMA - XMLJI
U0775	 ?84-	 tf(YMtJl.bT,YMX) YMX - YM(J)
00717	 ?1«•40	 116 CONTINUE
DIIIUI	 XL 0 Be
U1UO2	 XH a AMA
OIUU4	 289*	 1FICOEFII).LT.04) YB
	 COEF(1)•I.OE-D3
U10U6	 29U*	 YT 0 YHA
01OU7	 291•	 Oil)	 U.
01010	 292*	 Qt-2) w XMA
U101I	 293•	 R(1)	 COEF11)*1.UE-03
04012- ._ 2'}4)+-...`_----- ^^ty__ )---4-"_OEfi2t; t.OE-04-4W XMX	 —.—....—	 —
01013	 2950	 CALL 4UIKMP[ - : , XLIXR,YB , YT,IH•,ITITX,ITITY , NSTD , XH,YM)
01111'1
	 2960	 CALL O U lK"L ( O,XL,AR , YO,YT,IH tlTITX , ITITY, -2,q,R)
U1015	 2976
	 wRITE(11,IU4) NZAII)
U1U2U	 2900	 ( 04 FO RM AT(IH*,38X,'ACCUMULA T ED - COUNT VS CORRECTED AREA-OENSITY FOR EL
U1020	 299*	 IEMLNT *ITN t




UIU25	 JU20	 211 FORMAT (1Hi, I
 STATISTICAL AhALYSIq eg W.C"'d-'rROHE OAT  FROH A SET OF
OIU25	 3111 6
	1 5TANDARD561	











3U8 *	 2 13 FOR M ATt1MU , t NUMVER 1 ,6 X ,'C O NCCUTRATION I , 2X,' WEIGHT
	 1,FX,
01037
	 Jugs	 1 ' AgEA	 ' , 8XIIA850RPTIONI , SX,IHFASURE01 , 7XvlLSTIMkTLD ',/9 1X,
U1037 311 0 3	 0	 FACTOR	 4 s5Xj'	 COUNT	 1 .7x,j	 COUNT	 11UID40 4120-- 00-9-4-ND -	 JfNSTO
Oj493 3130 fORITE(bi2I51	 NDPAUIO(ig1$NDI,AUIDC1121NDIoANl0Elt3tND)t
-D-j043 I pS I NI)l SANInj I vbsND I
04(i59 also 215	 FORIIATCIHO,3Xsl3pgX,3XtFS-lo7XPIXvE8.3i6Xp2XtE8o335Xi3XpF6-5s6X*
at6o i 9 .
0105b, 3170 gq COVI'NUE'
DJO57 3184m- *R'lTEA6ir2161	 BGCI)iCTpSDVESClI)vN5TD
01065 3190 216 FORMAT(lHU,lX9F6&U,'	 IS	 THE
	
FSTIMATED
	 RESIDUAL BACKGROUND	 FOR	 A
.01065 320* 1	 F+*(}, F IL- -SECOND	 COUNT	 TjmE• f sl/.tjt,F6.0j*	 IS THE--ESTIMATED ERROR
	 St01065 321# LANDARD DEVIATION FOR
	
INTENSI T Y COUNT ON'j/mBXt l TH E PRINCIPAL STAND
—_12 04 0 3220 ;)--NUMBER
	 3-v I 1 1 4 -
ajobb 323* 89 CONTINUE
01070 329*
-116	 COrtftT4UE-
0407; 3250 [F(NSAHP*EQPDJ	 GO	 To
	
979




01071 3319 C • CHECK SYMBOLS AND SYMBOL ORDER OF COUNT DATA
Ulm 332* READC501
	 1ABE(IJ11=11NA)
fillul 333- 3	 FORMhl	 ILIBX,A211
61
01I05 335• IFlAEIIJ.EQ.ABE([l)	 GO	 TO	 61
Oilu? 336* 1YRITVt6*IU31
	 NA
01112 337* 103	 FORMAT	 fIh0sIOX9-LHEhICAL	 S Y MBOL	 OR	 SYM130L ORDER	 IS	 IN ERROR	 FOR	 N01-112 . 338 0 - --*A	 w- 6 1121
Oj113 334• GO To 999
01916 3910 DO	 99 NS -	 I*NSAMP
GI;21 342* REA0t5758)	 (-CTBjIj,j n jjNA)
01127 393e 56	 FORMAT	 i6Pjo.01
01127 Jqfie c





01130 3470 NdE x USE
D1131 ,3-4B* lFlITYPE	 2k63969t65
U1134 3990 63 CONTINUE




uIl liz 3530 66 CONTINUE
ult si l+ 35i1t Do	 ir?
	 I--	 ISNAO1I97 355* CR411	 -	 CTd(I1/(E5C(I)	 13G(I)l
ullbo 356*
-69 CONTINUE
UjLsz 3570 Go To 67
3-5-a
01152 jwi* C r SPACE	 LEFT HERE FOR COMPUTING	 TISSUE DENSITY
	 ARRAY
01 I53 360* 64 CONT-I-NUE
011 5 11 3610 Go	 to 67
131164 3:520 c ...	 -l-.
01155 3630 65 CONTINUE
uJI61 3650
U1162 36aw 62	 CotrTtrtUE
1,1162 3670 c:
"-Atra
__^_,^ ,_...,_,^	 -,r.,n._.	 .^,--.<,<..-r-:rte..:.--•....







U11 6 7	 3090
	 AUNB(II : AUN 5 (1)*T810/TS7D	 --
U1170	 370*	 68 CONTINUE
U1172	 3719	 ADB - ADS•TBIO/TSTO
01173	 3710	 67 CONTINUE
01173	 37JO	 C




0 1175	 3 76 •
	70 CONT1k1UE





131202	 37 q•	 DO 71 J : (,1yaE
`	 4120&— 3B4t	
--P7iE'1:--^^tt: t -Tiy-)y-ADNB t.f ).	 _	 —_. — .. -- ---. __ .. _ . _... .
O11U6	 381•	 A13C(ll
	 ABC(() + PABC
01207	 382&	 71 CONTINUE
U1ZU7	 383*	 C
01207	 384o	 C * COMPUTE ABSURPTION (-ACTORS FOR ANALYZED LINES IN BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE
01212	 .785•
	 DU 72 1 r I.NA
01216	 3x37 *
	AFHIII = 11. - ExP( + POE)J/POE
01216	 ides	 t .
OL216	 dd9 *
	C * COMPUTE THE AiISORPTi014 COR RECTION ARRAY FOR THE ANALYZED ELEMENTS
01217	 390*	 ABCD(T) a AFS(I)/AFfl(il
U1217	 3910
	 C
U17'I} --iggr	 n-p rvSYtY ARRAY OF A NALYZED ELEMENTS -fN-d-tDtl)0fC-AL SAHPtE01220	 393 *
	S1Gd2II1 x SI[,511)*CH(I1*ARATID • ABCOIII
U12-di
	 394*	 72 CONTItUE
U1Z23	 .3950
	 ICOUNT a (COUNT +
01223	 396*	 C
a	 U1423	 347 *
	C * UPDATE AREA DE45ITY AND 40E HT FRACTION ARRAYS OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE
a	 01224	 3YBr	 Dir-7-S7- i-
	 I.uA .....	 - -
 
°	 01427	 399+	 00 76 J - I.NBE
61232	 4UU *
	IF(NZAE3I)*Ep.NZSL ( J11 60 TO 77
01234	 4U1•	 76 CONTINUE
01236	 4U2 *
	77 CONTINUE
01237	 403•	 AUNDIJ) = SIGB2111
U 1, 4 0	 +71)4-.	 _. --75-ttT rT T tPUf
01242	 4U5 *
	IF(1TrPE . Lw.3) AD,. d(8)'(AUNB ( 5)/22.997+ADN8 1 91/39.tU0) * 35*45701244	 '!136•	 ADB c 0.
!71445	 4U7*	 DO 7s 1 = I,NBE
41250
	 4i1d•
	 ADd = AOg + AONB())
0125i




. -C ....--- --- _ -	
-
U12'3 1
	'( 11*	 C • ILST FOR R EITERATION CRITERION
U1253	 411*	 IF(ICOUNT+LE.21 GU TO 73
01255	 413*	 00 74 1 - I.NA
U 326U	 414*	 DE011 A lSIGB2li1»S1GBIlli)/51G82111
U1261
	 4150	 74 CONTINUE
01263-	 4116*	 - -
	 I;NA
U1266	 417*	 1F(AB5IDEL3I1).GT•0.701.AND*1CD(INT•LT*10) GO TO 73
0127D	 418*	 33 CONTINUE
03272	 419*	 GO TD 81
01273	 420*	 73 CONTINUE
01274	 42l*	 DO sD 1 - I.NA
01277	 f2 4W	
--StGbI C -t • '3I-trBPtl-I
UI3U0	 4230	 dU CONTINUE
0)3U2	 414*	 GO TR 70












,1)JU q - --k264-- 86
U13U6 4270 00	 B 2	 I	 m	 I,NA
01311 liaso 14	 a	 j4A(IJ
01311 427•	 L
U1311 lijus,	 C * CDi4PijTe
	 THE	 VOLUME VENSITY OF ANALYZED ELEMENTS
	
IN G ELATIN SAMPLES
01312 4131s RHO82(13	 SIGB2(13/TBIO
U1314 4330 92 CONTINUE
01116 434* d& CONTINUE
131316 435e	 C
01316 436m,	 C v	 FURtt-REIGHT	 PERCENT	 MATRIX	 hTPMAfHSAMP*Nf0
U1317 437• Do	 79	 1	 x	 1,NBE
04 3Z-?­-M-36 • -	 -- -- -- -*-FjrE-f-H—_ - A Dmtj-t l) i A 0 B
U1323 9396 79	 CONIInUL
01323 440 ►	 C •	 LOAD AtIALYSIS	 INPUT-OUTPUT
	
HATRIX
01325 1141• DU	 88	 1	 -	 i,NA
0133U 4112• ANI-O(Ijj,NSj	
-	 CTts(l)
01331 443• ANIG(J.2.14si	 -	 AFO(l)
'utaaa- -- ---iriq 1 0 ( I
01333 495• AWjD(1jqjti5)	 =	 S[uB2(1)
U133 q 11446-6 ANIGI 1 15 * 1451	 -	 1OU.eS[GE1241)/ADf1
01335 4470 AN1Oiis6RIAS)	 -	 COnCill
01336 fifev, 80	 CO ptT tlitm
01340 449q. IFtT1S.GT.ZI	 GO	 To	 9c013'j_a-- -451tr* ­­ -­-tF TE t 6 , OUATA
01346 461• 99	 CONTINUE
0 13 5 0 4520 IFI]TTPL.LQ.1)	 GO	 TO	 98
01352 453• WRITEC6,22tl
01354 lfsf* 221	 FORMAT(IHI, l 	 AN A LVS15	 OF	 GEL A TIN-BASE	 SAMPLES')
01355 1155• DU	 67	 1	 x	 J,NA
01 abG - -45*. -	
- -	 -	 f -*13 F t I I , B G i I I
U1364 4570 222	 FOR M ATfIHU,//s30XjA2, 1
	IS	 TH E	 ELEMENT	 ANALYZED',
0136 q lisat I	 /p30X@15i 1 	 5	 THL	 BACKGROUND	 COUNT)
01365 9590 *RITE16j223j
01367 460• 223	 FORHATC1HU 1 1
	SA14PLE'l8X9l1NlENSITY's6X*IABSORPTiot4el5Xi@ABSORPTIO14
U1367 41610 L*.BX,t	 AREA	 WEIGHT	 I tSWCONCENTRATION 1 9/glXi l 	 NUIIBER'l
01361 446rx*
- -t' OX 1 1	 " UM1­-1--T 7 X i t	 FACTOR	 *15xt 4 CORRECT-ION'wSX1 4 DENSITY I * SXt-
01367 '1630 3	 *PERCENTAbel l SX. ,	IN	 MEW/L	 f)
L) I 3;u 464• DO	 07	 05 %	 I ittsAmp
131373 11650 6RITEj612241
	 NSPANIO(Il1iNS)oANJOI!,2,NS),ANIU(1930NS),
ri 1373 16610 1	 ANI 0 ( I w q v t15 I i AN I E) I I 1 5 1 NS I , A N 10 1 1 16 v NS I
ut till'o 967* 224	 FORMAT11h	 tlX,24,13t1OXIIAtF6.n,BX,2X,F6t5,7Ap2X,F6l$o7XlE10o5,bXo
a"vif -4,b ais --- - 1 ­2 x , t rf-2yf% i FS-a 1)
014u5 4690 07	 CUt4TjNUF




0 1 4 1 2 11720 'Itj TF 16 sZ31 I
01914 1173• 1	 90	 K	 -	 I$NA
OJ417
- -2-3 ,	-.ft! A!	 -iiriil6it)-t lt5x. 4 (IUANTITATtvE
	
ANAL YSTS	 Of--R51Lr-5FT`­ jr6ji1,40X,6
01417 '17be INPUT-OUTPUT	 IABLE q , 3( /)-40X, 1 2.	 CONCENTRATION	 FREQUENCY	 DIST
01417 41760 CONCENTRATION	 CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION103c/
il'W 11770 01.913X.14.
	
CO N CENTRATION	 C OR R ELATION	 ANALYSIS'I
0! 1420 9700 S,tiTE16123Z1
	
ARE(N)
Ul .,'23 479# 23Z FORMAt11HI,/11 * 30x,A2p ,	15	 THE	 ELEMENT
	
ANALYZED')
u14 g4 4*itl* . - wIt I-T-tt & 12-3 3 r -
U1 ,12t. lisle 233	 FOkMAT(INU i l
	SANPLEP,8X2'114TE14SITYIP&X.'ABSDRPTlOt#R,5X*'1USURPTION
U1426 Iiiji!* t',bX,s	 AREA	 "5X 0 0	 *EIGHT	 NUMBER',
ul q ,e(j 4a30 2	 8Xv #	COUNT	 1 ,7X.1	 FACTOR	 'P591'CORRECTION'$BX$RDENSITYO#sx.
,X427 4850 00	 97	 N5 n	 IrN5AHP
x}1412 4 86 0 *ft j TE(6rZ-C q )	 NSsANI0tKs1o14S ), ANIO4K, 2rN5 ) sAN10IK , 3,N51,AN ) OIK,43N5
t11N32 4970 0) , ANIO19,b,445101442 vS64- 17 CONTINUE
Rl ii4Z 499•	 C
`3t4'tS yt) -	 t-v-tlQMiNtFig-f- PfMT-t-C-AL--PAR-AMETERS AND PRINT Ct)tkllkATfvEl --DMTRlsvTTON AND
--	 -° ----
01441 4 91•	 C HI-VrOGRAM OF	 5AMPLE SET 0I5TRIBUTION




0I450 4910 91	 CONTINUE
Ut462 4950 XMAX	 a	 Xti)U. 
"1 , A .	 I--" ,&	 --.,-'_.-_.--" -^ r^ - 1-r^^x
-r l) ^ --^	 _	 .----- x	_. _ 	 T, -- - _-_	 ..	 -...	 --
u14b4 4910 00 92
	 1	 =	 2,NSAHP




01461 41990 1F(Xt1)•L1rXHIN)	 AKIN	 -	 X(I)
01463 b00+ g2	 C Oft 7INUtE
U1465 but * SUMI
	 s	 U.
017466 4132 0 ..-- - --- -ra t3M$ ^r Il: --._ -. _.
--
U1467 5030 QO	 93	 I	 x	 1,NSAHP
01 4112 5040 sum  ,r bum  + XtI1
01473 b ub o SUH2	 a	 SUM2
	 +	 X111•Xil)
U1479 SU6• 93 CONTINUL
Ot476 bU7o XBAR a SUMI/NSAHp
t}f-;)77 -b09+------ -	 '3tti+P---tt5ArtP0xl3Ait+kBAR}lit15AHF•-11
01500 5U90 50EV	 s SORTCVARI
01501 510• NG - NSAMY/5
aI5U2 6 11 0 CALL	 HIB1tX,NSAMP,NG,XMIN,XHAX,F,O,TtTLE11
U15U3 a12• CALL	 IG IVEiXr145AMV,NG,XHIN , XMAX , F,1,U1 -
p	 a1bU4 $13 0 ?lRITEt6,5TA11
i	 01507 b-f.i.•..,.	 - -90- -C-Ilirfl-fw
01 5 11 b1b0 IFirtA.EW.I)GO
	 TO	 999
01511 Sib•	 C
015t1 5119	 C •	 PE.RFOR :4 CORRELATION
	 ANALYSIS	 BETOEEN	 A N AL YZ ED	 CHEMI C AL ELEMENTS
01511 619•	 c
01513 519• 00	 36	 I	 -	 1,14A
01516 5200.. .
01521 b21+ YlKrl)	 -	 ANIOIIr59K)
01522 b420 36 CUNIINUL
01515 bL3o CALL	 CORANtY , N5AMP , NA,O,IJ,YAVG,CV,PCOR , ID1,4)
01526 b24 + aRITE(6,24hI
01530 b1b0 225





--U1533 5210 226	 FOHMATCIH U , IOX,'CHEMICAL I rlUx, I 	VARIANCE	 ' slOX,'CORRELATTON ► , 10X, J—
U1533 528• 1	 •CORRELATION's/,IIX,'ELEH£NTb+,IOX,sCOVARIANCE's10x,sCOEFFICIENT+
01533 U290 2	 ,jUX,'PRQbAHILITY ► 1
015,3 11 53t)0 0O	 37	 1	 r	 1,NA








01544 534• iF1I•E9•J)	 GO	 TO	 38 ►-tU1b46 535 • CPl1,Jl	 w	 1,0	 -	 PL0RREI000Ia41 , N5AHP)
015 4 7 5360 GO TO 39
01550 5370 39 CONTINUE
OIS5t 53 t3+ -	 CPrt7'11	 1+0	 -
015'52 b3Y• 39 CONTINUE n
Ulbb3 5400 ItRITE(69217)	 A8E(I),ABEIJI , CVtltjllcCtIsJ1,CP11sJ1





_-+...-0000	 00--0 0 	. 	 -
-. ...,	 .-0-000	 ..t.	 ..-._.,^_..>	 ._	 a_..,..•..«.	 ..._.^.. 5:,.,._,.t	 ^•Y 1.	 ,... E1"-:._.	 .Jest..,	 ri-	 6.o =YY:rv.	 -.	 ...v	 Iava..L,_	 .n :...-.	 _.	 ^?fr':"Y.. _. na, K
	
u..«.vca•u'a^« _.Ri.'RMtt...r, En^Yr:rs; awtu.-3n tt!sva ._.+.rvs..aatir_: K'LY..^' 	 0,_000	 G'^.r_^-ohs-^._,.	 _
_
-
Ls NOV s 1
	
In: zl :- 3 *947-









s. 51URAGE USEU;	 COUE411	 DOODOO;	 OATAIU)	 GOOODI:	 BLAND	 COHHONI21	 UDUODU
CUKHOR ALOCKy:
aUU3 P	 007020
STORAGE ASSIfinKENT . 	 4 BLOG-Kr TYPE ► RELATIVE LOCATION. NAH£1 -
00Uu I	 D04Ui10 J -	 LL 0003 R DD0000 P
401(11 1• BLOCK DATA
00102 20 COHtl?N/P/P4100136)
00103 30 DATAIP(	 11J1sv'1136)/	 I.OUBI2H	 Hs	 * 0141	 •000s 00D0,
--
00-1*3- 40 pnoo	 r900r9"-U0DjT?4rp0AT99lTO$$r--'
--00103 Be •	 00000	 .0ao$	 .000.	 .U00'	 *13001	 0000. .DOOR
00103 6• +	 000,	 .00$	 •0001	 -001
oUlo3 7• •	 0001	 0001	 one	 -Uo,	 -001	 0001	 000, 0009
00103 8• it	 vtaD4033jEajp
	
-.51088296E-2,	 .11210435E-21 -
r P	 001U3 9• r	 ...11886445E-3958783235L-St	 --6/-6/9	 r ,
A 2 ,	 -4'at-.361 / 	* -OU 3 12H14E1- _ 10251	 . Gap	 -Two,
a	 00IU5 114, r	 .000,	 00001	 .000.999-U00199900000999.0001
00)05 12• ♦ 	 T1)u(I	 ..	 90UO$	 0000,	 .Ooo,	 00001	 $00011 .0001
00105 1311 •	 ODU,	 loo p	0000,	 0001
(J0105 14t• •	 flans	 .not	 loo,	 v0o1	 loos	 .aa $	loo, tool
UUIUS ISM •	 .100597:UEU11
	 -.7218 6 701E-2,	 .19225233E-2s
66914290E»5 1 	-rt t9B07Y7 
0 01 07 170 DATAIPt	 3,J)sJ n 1136)/	 6 99 39 ,214 1-11	 .0551	 0ODU 1 00001
001 0 7 1(1. 4,2211rDOn1	 taUL1	 .OU01226.5001999.00019990Uoo5
OaIU7 190 r	 00000	 •(I001	 .r1D0,	 0UU01	 .4001	 .ODU9 .0000
OU107 204, ^2rB9.2173r	 4,1351	 •ant
Got" zl• r	 •009	 0009	 -001	 'UD,	 *001	 .00,	 000, ands	 i
0007 Sim---  1026IOTBE--11	 9 i'/n5998Mt:-2r
00107 23• •	 -.19498321E-39	 .91950060E-5,	 -016415851E-6/ j
00111 244, DATAIPE	 4 iJ)sJr'1s36)/	 9 •O1212HI1E,	 01 1	,	 -000, 00001	 _.
00111 256 r114 ► 0U0,	 60091	 .naU,t11.00n,999.00r	 099.0001
40i11 26• ► 	 •f100t	 00441	 .0001	 •000,	 .Dail,	 00009 voila$
f
00111 270 02.06,20731	 •350,	 -03s
00111	 _ 2t)+ 	---r- —^-O^U'r-"'-•` TUfl7r"`- -rff91
	
• 001
	 •001	 .w-E-V	 -	 -Jol'----v(3-0r^'--_.
U0111 299 •	 01Ut18990E01,	 -.14245909E-1,	 -28139926c-21
00111 3U0 •	 -w20119U22E-3.	 .13437611E-41	 --24230872E-6/
00113 314k DATAIPI	 b.JI/J R 1,36)/	 1 1J0 611*2H	 B,	 0188,	 .000, 40001
_ 00111 d2e • 67r600s	 .0003	 .000,	 660000,999.0003499.0001 -
40113 330 •	 •0000	 . Goo 9	 .0130,	 -0001	 0o009	 00001 .000$ 
001113 349 _	 ._	 ....^ *erB 5 , 9 r7-3T.	 T 740 1 	MOS T _	 -
00113 3b n r	 .ail$	 .UDs	 .Oils
	
tons	 n 001	 $001	 .001 4001
00)13 360 •	 110153513E01$	 - * 18509U68E-1,	 .36845955E-2$
U0113 37• •	 -.369085OOE-31	 .17648432E-4,	 -.31814955E-6/
h^
^-". ^'n ..:i;^ 	nvv»'-":^Y±, .2t^...'.,'.•,r'^..r.	 t!.:*.e'	 v _ -«	 '43, v	 .-?^Ct• ., r '	 r-rte	 __,..t._.	 . .x xrY, i.a - h .. ''^ .
110-1-15- -309 D AT A 4 P C 6^,}	 31tN I ZOO 11T2H- CF---•1990-Tl7AfTs—rOB9r - --	 -
00115 390 •	 4 1f.7UD#	 +000,	 .000,	 43.68O.646.oU0,837.O0Or






	 1 0 3 5 0,	 0070
00115 92• t	 Wear-	 wool	 SOD,	 •000	 0000	 0000	 1000 pout
00115 430 •	 .1019g912EU19	 -.2369125 6 E-1,	 .99299246E-2,
- --90$1.5- --'1'f=— * 23-T6.a.0f.9-&E--y, .	 -r+H I*7'BS -	 — - - -- -
00117 45• DATAIPE	 7 ,J1s J '< 10361/	 1 44 DC 7 12H	 N,	 .9020	 * Ones focus





00137 970 0	 BODO,	 Mount	 .pour
	
0000 ► 	 .0000	 40000 Saco,




00117 990 •	 0000	 500,	 +Oat	 tUOr	 •pot	 *Dot	 son, OD139
DO I t 7 50^ t	 -v&t3-3tt05E 2. --
0Ut17 514 •	 ..063335 4 89E-3t	 *30898140£-g0
	
-056450887E-6/
00121 52•* ffATA- P1 f	 8-i-J-1"rJ n Y1361/	 1 50 994 12H	 O 0	 * 5321	 n {100, 00000
00 121 530 •	 2306200
	
00001	 'Does	 230320,309.OUG.390M0000
001.2 1 54* -Y-'----rDO0f	 a DUO s	 *cool	 BODO.
	
000111	 r000z .0001
00121 55+ •2.82,2.73,	 3.800,	 017s
­60 -•	 ,--r DDT --r00T	 0 By	 .00, .0aw-	 _-
0 01 2 1 57* 0	 ;!0284491EO1t	 -.3519963SE-I t	.74029719E-21
001 2 1 58* +► 	 .076721969£-3s	 037479747E-9t
	
-.68985588E-6/
00123 590 DATAIPI	 4 9JISJ n 11361/	 1 8 0998,2"	 F,	 *6851	 ' 000, .000,
00123 60* t i8r33oT	Manor	 0DUO I 	17.8001226.DOOi285.000f
00123 610 0	 .000 ► 	 10001	 00001
	
.Boos	 .0001	 *coal 00000





001 23 6'1* *	 r1033rs6o8E011	 -.91864660E-1,	 *89623295E-20
00113 650 •	 ..93 9 28911E-3*	 .96210902E -4. 	-.84851553E-6/
00125 660 03kTPtP1
	
1-U1JIsJ r I.361/	 2 00 1 83 12HRE1	 WB67 1	.000, SOOOr
a	 00125 670 0	 1906100	 .0001	 0000,	 199302917940009216.000.
-	 0012.5- —68 ----*—WQflOT— -DO0.	 -local	 . 00x0: BODO,
00125 69• +2.00,2.73,
	
6,770 1 	 Mg3t
00125 70* R•	 IOU]	 *001	 400,	 *nor	 01100	 toot	 tall, 0001
00125 710 +	 910390854E01t	 -.9911 66 6 9E
-I,	 010703538E-11
001 25 120 *	 -S g t 347223E-20	 .562451ipBE-90	 -010379363E-5/
00127 730 DATAIPf	 111JI,J-I1363/	 2 24 9 9U s2Hr)At	 100721	 MOUO, 00001
-00127 7.1+*	 -	 --- *-^10 r--,-D60-r— .0001 11. 4601136v000T168v08Fv- - ----	 --.._












00127 77+ •	 *00s	 n 001	 400,
	
•Cat	 trios	 .ca,	 .00, Soot
00127 780 *	 T1G992524EO1t	 -.5604 9 932E-I9
	
012310879E-11
001 27 790 0	 -013096487E-2t	 .650211343E-41	 -.12007768E-5/
00131 0lt* 1361/	 24.312 .1 01;x{11 	 1.306r	 * 000 9 fooOT
OUI31 8;s 0	 908901	 00001	 focus	 905120109*000t133.0DUs






octal 89= *	 W00T	 .000	 WOO,	 •cos	 *Dot	 *001	 BUD, soot
00131 850 0	 01U999678E01s
	 -.63725 293E-1,	 .14165778E-11
UG131 8b ► - --r—rl 5171142E Z-F	 .75701770E-4,	 -014p2OB89E-5/-
U0133 870 OATAfPI	 !30j3sJ R E0361/	 2 6 i98 2 t2HAL,	 1056f1,	 .000, .0001
00133 880 •	 813340
	
+Goof	 60001
	 7 .95 11	 899000010840001
001 33 89• •	 990000 0	.0001	 •0001	 •Duo,	 00005	 10001 00000
U0133 9U• 02078,20731	 19 . 8 7 0 ► 	 1018*
00133 910 •	 0000	 .001	 0001	 BODO.	 ODD,	 000,	 Moo, Best
U0133 92+ •._	 -rE^5356tt71:4tr -- -a 7136678?E-1 f	 M iS998293E-1 s-
UOi33 930 0	 -*17221U65E-2.
	
086106462E-4s	 -.159732a1E«5/
U01J5 99* DAIAIPI	 t4,J1rJ n 1136!/	 281086t2H51,	 10839 1	.0001 .coal
UU135 956 •	 70125t	 .coup	 fn00s	 6.745 1	730oUnt	 8800ous
1^.7
^-+
96 4 ­7'8 - i all	 .008	 .0UG ­r----+UOBV-
013135 97• *2*77029731	 181500I,	 1654 ►




00.1 35 1 00+.
001.3 7 1016 DAMPI	 15 j j) i J n 4 1 36)/	 30 v979r2H	 P,	 26146 1	 * Goo, 20900
Q-147-- i82 &"OT- Gv?, 87-virl-vIOGO-r-74. 	 013,
00137 1030 •	 650700144820001	 socov	 $DOD,	 *0001
	
6000r *0003
OQt37 tube •	 2*321	 1.70 0
	goo$	 600 ► 	 boos	 SODS	 600, goal
U6-* v19826554E-11
00137 107 n -42Ut0176ZE-5/
 y
	
01 j36-je	 Zvor641r2R	 10007
DOM 4090 •	 50720
	
n DOGS	 *Cook	 50018 1	 52vOUOv	 62*0001
COW -Itov, 3-7 10 OOQ ­ T-	 0000,	 V O ODS	 s000l MOOD.
oul'i 111• 0206,2@73i
	 2710001	 2*431
U01 911 It2m, r.	 22- '7'87
	
2.031
	 boos	 •009	 goo$	 goal	 wool *001,
GUM 1131; a	 *10730906E+10	 _#956534i5E-1j	 621945893E-1,
2
.1	 4020613"E—Ir—	 - 5-0
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jai-	 -	 -	 -------------	 -------	 '--	 ''	 ----------
unW
	
;z°	 ^^	 -*ni-+NwT 1 3m* TITLE
uolzs	 m°	 3u ro»^^n/xI.///,50x,I2a^`////
mo/a^	 I*°	 CncL unn1*1tx-pn^vm.xmzm.xn«x.F1
owtur
	 zo °
	sro^ m uo^x - xo/m/wo	 ^^==
00121' -	 ~~~--~-~~~~ - ------------- 	 -	 ' - '----__-
00127
	 az "	c FINDS oAxwon rnswucNc' AND cum p orco THE x pxCrnn FOR cxp A»o/wm OF pm`.
oo/o,	 ~~~~~~~~~`~-~~-~-~-~~~-~---~~~~~~~-~~~----~-~~~-~-~~--~~~~-~-~-~~~---~~





un^»u	 za~	 ou » xuz,wn
-ar°-----3-e°o**eR-yfn/^--
oo^^r
	 uu°	 y xp'm/v°v^/"or.I"; so TO a
-on4w*------vx^*x^*~-- --- 






a01 y3 -^m°--' e'-woe ^ *o-T-^xaveoevrS ^No-oe»o;wG- p un p LoT "	'--^' ----'	 --	 ----
001*3	 u y °	 c~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~-~--~~~~-~-~
00  'W---^s~'---*o-pn^w*^*eux^^x*^ep^^^s.u^^ox,nvvccmr^n^u^mp-op-^w^Y*x^-mnoup^r^*~m"-
oot yy










00143	 v 4 8	 c.~.~~~~~~~-~-.~~~~-_-~~~~~-_-~~~-~-~--~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~.----~
uowu- -*w°---c-*un p uves^*AL-Us' poosxce snov p AND p mrs rwnss LIweS-' FOR -E^4C-H'anvop'wI-To
00143
	 w^°	 C	 THE v^^ws p w/Nrsn oor ON THE maco:n Lxwc°





*a°	 uo u M.ws
— 0 0-174
00175	 BO*	 -^A xX MI N+11-116STE P












	c wa;rcs nur rnmLcn znp Onmm/ow ON snxpo.







	 ao°	 wwIrn'*r,za/ (/.z"I0,100^|0`








	 19 NOV 71 10;20:36 	 n u1w9zru	 Io	 ^a 'neccrsv)
-- -'	
-- — --' -- -----
	 t	 ,OocT?nnI--'-----'-
m 0169*mss	 /y	 up
__-'_
--0 F-GR
-	 I-9 NW[ 74- — -
	
-111: 2 ^1 '[ 6
UNIVAC	 I1nB FORTRAN V LEVEL 2206 0024A
	
-(EXS:E.& LEVEL E12010009A)TMiS.,_GpMP
-1kATlQM-iOA^-p ONE--Q}!-[V-NOV	 7I . . AT	 [11;21516
SUBROUTINE iGIYE --	ENTRY POINT 000353_-----'---_--.------
-S LTRORA G E- ' USES}':-CODE1-1-1-0004261- - OA-TA { U}	 0001 45 1	 BLANK	 CQMMON ( Z)'-000000
EXTERNAL REFERCNCIE5	 I9L0[Kr	 NAME]












0001	 000161	 167G	 DOUG	 000046 ZOF
	 0001	 000212 20IG	 DODO	 000100 21F	 DODI	 000243 212G000 1	 0001 [H	 23F	 0001000320--23-ICr	 OOp-I-	 004'1'2 1I' SL 	 0001	 p00'i31-6L	 ---	 .-




FF	 00013 R 000014 FMT
	
DODO	 1000022 I	 0000	 I	 p 00Otl2	 IF
.	 0001}. 1	 OO gEt3O".1ttQ	 ii{lUtl-	 OU(i'I36	 IkJ P.x	 DODO	 1-...0001-30--I-R--	 - -aaaD .._ I ..00002* I5.......	 0 000	 .I . 000024	 11	 -	 - -
a	 D00u 1 OOOu25	 12	 DO Oa 1	 000032 1	 0000	 1000027 NGI	 0000 1	 OOOOZ3 NN	 0000 I	 0 p p020 NT
O Q U V-- -i}nf1
	 4}4-R-0 00t^r1- `rFi p-- - ' -DODO-R-O01}031--k X-- _ _ --
;;:	 0x101
	 !• S_"64OUTINE	 1GlVtE Xr NtNGr % M} NIXHAX.Fr iCUHmEHxI
00101
	
3 n 	 C	 CALCULATES AND PLOTS ON THE PRINTER A CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY POLYGON







_._..--p-tHE1t3'1Qrt-7(1i-}if1.I 	 .^Ij_il}rFfi11^IF{1nlFFMT19}_	 - _..	
-




	 9 n 	 C	 FILLS THE B ARRAY WITH
	
r X'	 TO BE PRINTED FOR THE PLOT.
aat'n4 	 _.I.p....._._L.
	
---- --- --- ------------------------ — ---------- ------
u01us	 il•	 DATA PHTEII16H113X,1/rFM T 121d6HPE8•3r/rFHTE3}/6H2 X
	/rFMT141/6H








D01xS'	 low	 I{l.. FORMA°T Tt/ /s50 Xr rtONCENT R ATI O H CUHULATIVS= O1STRIB U TIOH 2 1f///} -001 Z3	 19*	 C--------------------------------- 	 ------------------------------------
 ----^tlr-"	 -CQHI^U^C--FREC ' UEkrC!-iF1►ttlE5--J1T 6AEN^PERCEEt-TILE'FOR-Pkt-HI_{}UT--A-T--T-OP-
00123	 210
	 C	 OF PLOT
001 Z3	 ZZ n 	 t5r-- -W- .._._^.._--,.-...-..----------" ----------------------------- -------
00124
	 Z3 n 	 STEP-(XMAX-%HIN)/NG S
^j
w...-.Ar, u-".h"_..`.^+..:.w^—	 .. ...............	 ..	 ....	 ..........-....-...».+.^....,..-,...^.	 -._..--•--..___,w.__.^.-.--.•.--r.^..+.-..,.-....-.-..-..___-,-.-:.—,.-..—w-•_--r.<..-...w...w...,..was..-.,..asseaua^'..-:.^a.F^w..ir::4^x.w:>W^rayoa:a,^iXn+':.A»_...A.F.,
1
t	
---0!1 1 25 	 2	 --
	
00;30	 25e	 3 IF(I)=I•N/I0
_.,, 00130.. ...__.ydF-.-._I ^ R^...^^_...._---------------------
	
Qg130	 27+	 C TESTS *jjFTHER DATA POINTS A R E GROUPED OR UNGROUPEDPI F THE LATTERs
	
OQ1 30 - 28+	 C---C-ALL-T-sROUP--SUBRoU-TINE TO--GROUP THE DATA Pgl'HTS.
	
00130	 290	 C ........................... .------------------------------------------
3(3x`----^----At:b 9P1-t%OR011a4xM!NTX14*x•rpI--- -^_ 	 --- --
	




.001.3Z	 . 32-9 - C-*R -I-T-E--"UT ARGUNE-NT-S-AND HEADING FAR THE-PLOTa---- --_
	
00132	 330	 C.r...-__...	 -......._.......---------------------------------------
-_. 
-001'23-" .-^^i +- .-- Z0-1'ORMA-T-{-20-X•ysHrs-TI:P^p15 :6fZ 0%T29HELNTERrD1N 'f- OP _IFiE^IAL - GRflUP .F13+.$y.. . _. __._
	
00133	 350	 IIDXI2UHNOr OF OBSE. RYATIOR S 0 1 5 	 / 20xw27HcENTERPOINT OF FINAL GROUP
	




	 WRITE INT,201 STEPsXMIN * NsXMAXmNG
_.....-001-yi•--- -cTB+. ------Z-t--P:p^H 'i►





	 41 • 	C COMPUTES ACCUMULATED FREQUENCIES BOTTOM UPr OR TOP DOWN
9.1 
	
00144	 43•	 WRITE INT121) (l, T s10,100 * 10)v I'IFI110 ImillOi
	
00157	 450













00144	 5i•	 d DO 1 I n IIII20ICUx
	
001°71	 5,7-
	 1-1 CUM I
	
_rs 00171	 530	 C.. ......................__...__.------------------------------------------
-ur-Oi1N1-- 5+F0—{—tUHfittTES^YRtU !^ F0TLACW-B RGUP *hp- rW5 "EAC-H-T-PE-QUE-NF_ a`-WITH p 1Y'C"	 -
	
00171	 550	 C	 CONNECTING POINTS.
	
007 71	 36• G . ^.»^.«.	 --..N..------....^..--....--w-
	
00173	 57•	 M IR n q
	
00174.	 5Bo_	 I5•I -
	
00175	 590	 NG1'NG+1
_ „Tp p, l•7•i-	 lrD^	 3 F4-1 E i!!4. ERrH- i si -Ft16	 -	 - - - -	 --
	





0020 q	 B3a	 XX = XHIN + !SS1LP
	
0020$	 64+	 7'P('ICUM-.E4t-I).XX w XMIN + 11-1)+STEP
	
UO207	 650	 1FlI.EQ.NG11 IR=0
	
40214	 (j7+	 FFII ) w(IS.D-J ) OFII)+,)+FII + 1))/5.0
	
0021& .
	6B+	 -FP1-14"FFl i'1 /M+100.
	
00215	 69+	 CALF PLOT311NDi15oX X *B,FFfNN 9 pHT,INX1
	
0021'7	 700	 .2 . i..,tv= , _.	 . _._,
	
00217	 7) •	 C--------....«..._... ----._.....- -----------------------------------------
	
­ 4102-17	 7 2a—L^^rRHL^ -dt)i-T`Hg£ii1EkC^!-ktlQ-?ERGEH7-AGE rrF BOTTOH OF-GR1I t'H-- _	 --	 ____
	
00217	 730	 C--------- m -------------------------------------------- L ----------------
	
00222








00235	 710	 IFINT*EQ.171 CALL OmpSUF
	
_ _- Q 023 7	 a e+--- ---- -- --FZ C^FU Rtt---•----
	
_.. _ _.	 _ - 
	 -	 --
	









 - -- - 
_w.	 ^ Y ^Fa1^x 1-- -	 -ice i ^ li 1 9.4o i---
UNIVAC I1011 FORTRAN V LEVEL 22U 6 0024A
	
-(EXECB LEVEL E12010009A)
__.^.-^i4•l:^i--COfi!'{ErA-T-I-i}N-WAS_DOH6--•4N-I^--NO.V--71- AT IO y2 1:I.4...	
----	 __	






-5 TUNA 4E-J156PT-E90E-F}->-ODU"44-[3AFA-; 4) 000027, BLANK COHMON12) -xJ00 g gA-...-	 -
EXTERNAL REFERENCES	 (BLOCK, NAME!
OUO3	 NERR3S
ST01tA4E.. ASS-IG # MEkT--•,-L-fikOGKr	 Yi^Ez -RELATIVE	 LOCATION-p	 NAME?
--^ "^ O.1—f)f}H9^2-2-1-fl#W--wT#---8{If3f3 -Z-dc-1-f-Zr►-----^}OOi-- -- [IflE}l•flU--^L --flf19a---I-E18 [3tIf1-1-1 OOflf}-^--84QB-I-EI-lii^f
400 1 ODUOU3 K	 0000 R DOOODD STEP	 Deco R 000002 z	 UDOO R 000004 ZK
SUBROU-T-I- k---BR ^i1[rNrN6+ M-i-N ►#MkXtF}- ------	 - —
0 g 1U3	 2+	 VIHENSION	 X(1) 'IF(I} GROUP
00104	 ;}&-_...	 ._._.. -
	 STE:P+ jXMAX-XMIN)tf G -	 -
00105 	NO	 OU	 6	 lml,I1G
00 1 . 1 L}	 _ Se	 6-Ftl-}iUrO-.. GROUE7 _	 --
4^	 OO M 	 DO 9 )'l l ou GROUP C'^ ^`] •
00112
	
Be	 C	 114 GHIC H GROUP DOLS THE PO INT FALL CROUP
-	 ... 0¢ 11 2	 .-.. -?.p.__.	 C-..-r	 aar-h+-+••..w—rwww-w-r-rwwr-rrwrarwaw--rrrr-w.raawawr-ar..-..«rr -
OO)l5	 10u	 Zs* IXIII-XM141fSTEP
^
00116	 110	 KMZ-
OU1{ 7 	 • DIA GNOS7I C • 	THE TEST FOR EQUALITY 9ETWErN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL*
--- [)4FI°7—
 -	 ! 2+ --- f
	
i rt4 . H+WI` - K-,rl-
OOlzl	 130	 2K=K ►^00122	 1.14._-	 r	 if'[^krLrr2) Kn Ktl -
O0124	 ISO	 IFSKOLE.0)	 G9	 TO	 9
00126---	 l tv-- ... _-- -	 EF [-K-#*T-rNG) 	 GO-10	 q
001 26 	174	 C•___w-w-----aa-www----°-°-r---a--wr---r ►----------ww-www-awrw-wwrwww- 10o-;A6 --!'tl+--f "'--tAlzC-ktt'AT'tOff-tlF-FltE4UE3tCrE5 FA R-EkCH-?01N7^fCR-E CH-S"U rxR_DUP`______ -.--





'	 00133.	 22+	 _	 _._w .REfiURit- GROUP
00134	 23+	 ENO GROUP
END OF COHVILATIO N :	 1	 DIAGNOSTICS,
GROUF




`SOY	 71	 10,20:41 I 016S32E7	 14	 I	 [OELETEO)
-_..-..._.. D 01653003	 1"	 10
--- - W-FOR-p+-K^{^T 3•r f'	 - 
- - --- 
_..	
----	 -- ---- ------.-. - _
	 - . _ 1.9 .. HOY 7 i,_	 _ ....._ ice.
 k F2 t . S^J L--
VNIVAC 1108 FORTRAA V LEVEL 22U6 0029A 	
-;EXECS LEVEL E12010009A)




_ . STORAGE USER: ^00£t }^D003&3 t OATA ( LF1 00021 3 1 BLANK [OMMON(2)- DUODOD....













lUL DOUG 000163 1O1F 0001 000015	 122G 0001 009036 13'L G 0001 OODD6t Iy7G
-040[---D0906^f
	 1'S G --9901' .--0013076 1626 DOG  000101 [66C^ -0001 900112 1746 -	 0D9k-....0o00S2.2L ...	 -.	 -
0001	 000202 2 14G 0001 000220 2246 0001 000073 4L 0001 000107 6L 0001 000165 71.
-Q%e+'--E199t8s'-9t pM; ---
0000	 I	 ODUI b 1	 1 0000 000172 INJPS 0000 1	 000162	 J DOUG 1	 0091 6 0 NT ODOD R 000IS5 PLUS11000 .R. QOUO R 00OI57 ZERO
a
v^	 UOIUI
	 1• SUSHOU71NE PLOT3(IND$I5.X9B9F0N1FRM.INX)
09103.	 i n - ._
_0'1- MEN5i-ON-'A-1'1'O1)pB[1)rF ( I)iFRH191oFNTIA)	 _ ----









	 NT	 n 	 b




00124	 9• 11	 FtI7(I) nFRM11)
00126	 I.Ow PLOTI
80127
	 Its IF(IND.EQ.1)A(10I1 n PLUS PLOTI
- ^ g o-ra r —r •— --
-- t 1'-rt sT	 .4 0 TO 2	 -- -	 ---- - - - -	 -- ---PkaT-r- 	- -- - - _- --- --
00133	 130 DO	 I	 I n 2 j 100 PLOYt
Gall*	 I4, - .1.- A l° I 1-n BLltNK . PLOTI







U0143	 17• GO TO 6 PLOT) ^r
<•
.^^.99 r4t4---	 --tn-r.._..---------;r--rF—t-I->^^Y-^w, s-)—a-D--tom a-. . 	 _ ___^_ - ___	 __	 -^teT-1-- .. i
0014b	 190 0t)	 3	 I*101110 PLOTI
DOI51
	 291+ AtI-)rAXIS PLOTI
901 52	 211 DO 3 J n 1.9 PLOTS
00155	 2291 3 Ahl+Jrn STAR - PLOT)
U916O	 23• GO To 6 PLOTI
--
U0164	 250 A111 n FLUS PLOTI
001905	 26+ 00-5- Jw ts9 PLOTI




G0177	 3U•	 --1.F(-1JwL-Ti11iORvI4&GT910111 GO TO 7
Ouzo!	 318
	 1F(AIJ)*LT,OLANKeOR.A(J)•GTe6LANK) GOT09
Q0a(1d	 320	 ---A I^r smfi -1-F -
067209	 33•	 GD To 7
- —9920.5-
	
110206	 35M	 7 CONTINUE
Dn210
	 36.	 ..lF[-1rtD_sNErt),.,G(T TA !O
00212	 37 6 	 {tRITkINT,1pl1 fA(11,I n i,1n11
pgzzl	 34 •
	1U *RITEiNT ,FMTk XiM ll , lalelgl)


























19- NOV 71	 10:24+ 413 -D - 01653235	 14	 41	 IDEL£TEn)	 -	 -









—	 ---•-•••---':-•' u0-11 ^.1. _.--._-.... ---	
'&
	
UNIVAC 1109 FORTRAN V LEVEL 22 06 ouzo	 -(EXECS LEVEL E1201OOOTA)






	 00ODS24 --BLA N K COMMON I2) -DOODDa ----- ---.	 _..	 ----._—
EXTERNAL REFERENCES [BLOCK, WAM£1
	 ;
0003	 GAMMA
..__ 011114- -- QSRk•T- °__-.—_—
13008	 DATAN	 - ^-
_
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT I B L OC' K ,	 TYPE D 	RELATIVE LO CA TIONi NAFTEI
9001	 I+0'1JOUr.	 1 3 L pa9 1 	 000052	 1 34G coal 000007	 15L	 DOW	 000214	 1616	 DOOI	 00 0016 31L
----9{101—QURs: lf'6- 4-11; gf1n1-	 000202 SIL -0001 ° 000247--57.L-- -	 BnL -	 _- -DODO-R-0000 .14 GENON---	 - -
000 0 D DoD007 F1 UOOO D 000011	 FNUM ODUO R UDOU20 FREE	 0003 R ODOODO GAMMA	 Doan	 i	 ODD021	 )
9413a-f-8 013 ^ t OVD3-s 1 fl d P'f--	 - 1}OIfO-i-anf)fl1d-NEVE'H---0O0G -1-UGO015- ffr-REE- _6006- R-8000{1f3--f°C-00*	 --
nano O 000001	 RZ DODO D OCCU05 SUM 0000 D 000003 TERM
. m ^^ •i^o l^ • --- ---..,.,,^ - reN-i^ft^E--t-R ; Nr-zs-1---- ----- 	 -
'^	 0 !'!03	 26	 DOUBLE PRECISION R2, TERMs SUM P PI, FNUMq DENOM
00103	 40	 C	 PUPO;35E
QO103 _- 50_.._. C.... _ _.__t y. ilAiE -PRO9ABlLITY F OR NO CORRELATION 9l TEEEN Two -VARIABLES
00103	 6•	 C
_0	 tFskTi	 --	 -	 --
00103	 9+	 C	 RESULT = PCORRE IRr NPTS1
00.103_.-. ..9 ^.. ._C..	
--
001 0 3	 j0•	 G	 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
OO I p3	 I1^	 E	 - --	 -LSNEAR CORRELATI O N COEFFICIENT
00103	 129	 C	 NPTS - NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
­944D3---13	 -
00103	 14*	 C
001 DA	 - 15 0- C 	 N"BER OF DE GREES OF FREEDOM
OU1.03	 C
--NFKEE•-w N f',T.S "-2
001 45	 lag	 IF INFREEI 13i13,15
00111	 2U•	 GO Tq 30
00113	 226	 IF 11s-R21 I3p13117
00 , 1 14	 Z3.	 - 17'-NEVEN^»-2^ tNPREEt21
00117	 24r	 IF CNFREL - NEVENI 21*21s41
	
-.__.09• (••1-7-- a^	 .---._ .. _.	 ._. _.	 _	 _-	 __	 - ____
09117	 26	 C	 NUMBER CF DEGREES OF FREEDOM I S EVEN
00117	 274	 C-







OU124	 3LI• TERM n ABS	 (R)
U0125	
.]I• -	 -5UM-r-TE'RM e
00126	 32+ IF	 1)NAX)	 60r26r31 4
00131
	
330 - -_	 2*--PEQRME 11-. ---TER-M
00132	 34• GO Tb 6U +a
-----0$H-3^ 31 00 -3-Cs 1	 MAX-----... -- --
	 - - - ---
	
--	 - -- —
^x
00116	 36• FI	 n 	 1
-	 00t37.
	37• ---FkrM-l.-i-lik%	 1-_i	 ) _-






---- - - T-C-I'lH-s„FERM-'s A2	 FNUN / FI
04142	 4p* 36 SUM n SUM + TERM/DENOM
^-- -0tG#NHA } !FREE-w!T! fH frAi+ttFrn , ==r°+ .°)-)- ---	 --
00145 PCORRE n 	 I.	 - PCORRE+SUM
4t3 -	 -frU TO fro
00 146	 44• ^
90146	 -	 41.6a-. G..'..-_._ _---NUM9E-R-
-Df -DEGREES OF FREEDOM	 15	 ODD	 - --
Op l'16	 46 6 C
(J01SO
	 lime TERM a AB 5 1R) • D5QRT(1.-R2 ) 	- -	 --	 -- — ---
04-1 bI	
-49w ------	 'SUM-' ar D*T-" I R-2/TERN)
	 - -
00152	 Sp n IF	 11MAX)	 57r'f5r5E
00.0&- -- 5-1.-
---qS--SUti	 -SUM--* F£RW
00156	 520 G4 TO 57
--- --QQ+r-7 	 53 • S	 M	 ---	 ^ - -- ---	 -	 —	 - .
00160	 540 00	 56	 1"IrI MA X
016	 5S + FNUtt _R'Y n 'l' --
U0164	 560 DLNOM n 	 2 0 1	 +	 1
00165	 5-7i - -TERM-=-- -TE=RM	 r	 ll^-R21
	
• FNUN / DENOM	 ---
41	 40366	 SB• 56 SUM + SUM + TERM
C%
 
11772`1+5UFS 	 ----- - __	 --_--.--	 _00171
	 6U• 6U RETURN00172	 #r1• ...	 .. --EhD-	 .
6140 OF COKP1-L*T-Fofif	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS*
P CORHE SYMBOLIC	 14	 Nov
	
71	 10;20:+46	 0	 01655004	 I9	 61	 ID£L£TE0)
_	 _..., -0C-O R M	
-C4D F—k€1 0 CSC	 ' . _ -	 —i ^'it91f 7'I" }°0 ; ? 01 M fi - -) --i11fr5N 130- ...-17--- - - I
	 - t D E-L-f Ti_' b-)- - ---







2 6	 9 5 El	
7UNIVAC	 1108 FO R TRAN	 V LEVEL 2206 1)924A	 -(EXECB LEVEL E12DID009A)
19	 N0%t--7+--AT
	 10421;27
FU N C T ION GAMMA	 ENTRY POINT DOU131
—5-7-OR-A G E USEUr-"GEA-1 1	 0004-354--DA-T-4{-O}	 000011	 BLANK- COMMONA Zj__OoOOOa




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 I S LOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE LOCATION, MAKEP
ODD!	 OOOoqz	 1230	 00111	 000067	 134G	 0001	 00o026 3 1L	 0001	 000056 44L	 00x1	 ODOD61	 51L
—()got- 	 0004 I7---&OL— 	-DOU3--R -0 000010 FACTOR	 0000 0 00r7005 FI 	 GAMMA	 0000 I -Doug il	 I
Doug
	000027	 thi p s	 oaua 1000007 N	 0000 D 000001 PROD	 0000 U 000003 Su"	 coot) R 000010 XN
it	 I
— FUN C"I D N -G—A tX}
00103	 20	 DOUBLE PRECISION PROD9SUMvFI
1 o a	 38	 c
OQI(J3	 go	 C	 PURPOSE
oolul	 _51	 C-	 -,CAL1C-ULA­TE THE-GAMMA FU N CTI O N FOR	 INTEGERS AND HALF- INTEGER!
Outu3	 6*	 C
DO P 3	 7 ► 	 C_	 -USA-QE-.-- -
00303	 jJ&	 t	 RESULT	 GAMMA	 IX)
____fffftDa	 70	 c
OOID3	 Igo	 C	 DESCRIPTION OF PANAmETERS
-k--PfT-E-GE* -OR- -HALF- I N T EGER
D0t03	 12#	 C
0010 3 	1-3*	 ARGUMENT
00103	 Ili* C.
OD109	 IS-
OOtDs	 160	 XN 0 N
ODja&	 17•	 IF - I-X­X-N---7 Er)-- 3-t	 2 1
Oul"	 160	 C
004  U er	 190	 C	 ---k"UMFUT	 15 INTEGER
DO 106	 2us	 C
4
C T 0 R2 j	 GAMMA -
GO TO 60
C
OD112	 240	 c	 ARGUMENT	 15 HALF- INTEGER
zs*	 c
QoJJ3
	 260	 31	 PRno	 a	 1.772953B5
_00i	 27m	 IF 14)	 1 4. 94,33




00- 93 	 1&1-04




11 q 110 320 N4 GAMMA	 PROD
t 00131 33• ----	 -GO-	 Ti) -dU---
001 32 34+ 51
	
5UN w 09{ 00113 350 77
00136 sa+ Fl	 J
00111 38• GAMMA n PROD + 634383.8623	 • OEXPf5UMI
00 112 31?-... --60 RErUtrrr
110113 400 END
— ENO OF COMPILATION; NO	 UTAGNDSTICS. p
-- —	 --	 ------19 NO V 71 -
GAMl1A	 CODE	 REI.00ATASLE 19	 NOV
	










	 ^-	 - —..	 - -- --- - - - ----- 19	 N(lY-I4	 ._	 ------ II $ 4:28 rECp^
{{ UNiVAC	 4108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 22U6 O024A 	 -(EXECe LEVEL E12010009A)
T141S COM P ILATION *AS . DONE ON- - 1-4	 NOV	 71	 AT	 10:21:29
FUNCTION FACTOR
	
ENTRY	 POINT 000102 j
570RA LiE U S &04_cODE-11-}- -0011706-T-OATAtOI 0000 2 7 1 	 B LANK COM M ON12)	 D000OD --- --- f
T




-{{ OUOS	 NERR3S }
`TnRAGE-...	 ASS 1fifi m EN	 vnr	 .	 . . T-+V-E-i_OC-A -T O	 v--?FAM	 -
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RBC $F-T
It INPUT-OUTPUT TA84E
2v CONCENTRATION FREQUENCY D15TRIbUTION
3a CONCENTRATION CUMU6AT j Vk PISTRIBUTION
It CONCENTRATION CORRELATION ANALY515
K 15 THE ELEMENT ANALYZEO
SAMPLE INTLN51TY ABSORPTION ABSORPTION AREA WEIGHT
NUMBER COUNT FACTOR CORRECTION DENSITY PfRCLNTAGE
1 #989 949669 997336 017021-06 .30
2 179• %99642 699323 %97012-07 .08
3 411* 1996&6 •99338 9975911-07 909
9 563. 119670 097335 1111744-U& .27
343. 197670 199735 010060-06 .1B
i 7629 899668 •97338 920016«06 036
7 3599 199667 •91339 094704-07 917
a
2 0140 091672 891333 .6'1090-07 012
9 •11% .996711 097331 .21302-06 039
1 0 6839 9996113 %99322 917934-06 933
)3 140% .99679 •97332 9267111 -06 097
12 23171P .99664 999339 060243«06 1911
13 14634 999672 01333 8909311-U6 .89
1 9 1490. .99469 499336 998332-Ob 687
I 5 1`129% .99670 .99335 .50538-U6 .91
16 2699 099679 999327 470652-07 9)3
17 2430 09640 %99324 063421.07 912
is 2951 699692 .99313 .69390-07 912
19 17580 999673 9993347 %96176-06 .85
20 IBIS* 999671 099334 997b79-O6 987
21 21430 999676 ♦99330 s562tl7-06 1102
22 16973 09672 999333 03241-06 979
23 13a19 099677 097328 %36272-06 966
211 11264 999669 999312 929578-U6 9511
a	 25 41460 999600 %79325 •12769-06 923
v	 26 9610 199675 097331 912109-06 922
27 8734 099675 .99330 •22730-06 992
24 6009 099674 ► 99328 015759-06 029
29 9490 .99672 .99333 025U96-06 097
30 1500 999673 999332 0393v9-07 907
31 6770 999699 x99311 919)99«06 939
32 590♦ 09671 497327 015996-06 329
3J x72% 099640 119326 01939-07 +13
39 F930 097645 091321 019261-06 967
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CENTiRPOINT OF INITIAL GROUP n




07259016	 NO. OF DBSERYAIIUN$x	 3S	 f
1 ° 10679572	 NOr OF GROUPS=	 7
PERCENTAGE	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 s0	 913	 1130
FREQUENCY
	 p	 3	 7	 10	 14	 17	 2l	 29	 28	 31	 35
2203 n p l 	(rrrrrrrra;rar ► rrrrilrrrarrr+0;arrarrr•a(r+rarrrrr(rrrsrrrarlrrrrrrrrrlrrrrrarrrlcrrrirrarlrrrrrrrar(
+	 +	 +	 •	 x	 +	 ♦ 	 +	 +	 +	 +
+	 i	 a	 +	 +X	 +	 +	 i	 +	 +	 +
+	 i	 +	 8	 +
	
+	 i	 +	 +
t	 •	 •	 +	 +	 +	 X	 +	 +	 +	 i	 +
ar4a0 w Ol	 1 n rrNr rr r l rrarr a rra l r rraaarar;rrararrr^;r•• ► rarrrjrrr nn arra0rrrrrraar (rrr nnn arr(rrrrrrrar(+rrrrr*rr( 	- ^
+	 +	 +	 .	 ♦ 	 +	 + x
	
+	 +	 ♦ 	 + }
k•	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 A	 +	 +	 i	 + s
5rI58+01
	
l rrr r rr rralrr rrr rr .: rlrrrrrrrar;rrrrrrrrrlrrrrrarrr;rrrrrraaa(rrerr rra n (Or n r nn rrrlrrrrrra^rlrrrrrrrsa; £
+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 X	 +	 +	 +
+	 +	 +	 ♦ 	 +	 +	 +	 +	 x	 +	 +	 +
a	 i	 +	 +	 ♦ 	 +	 +	 +	 X	 +	 +	 + r^--
+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 ♦ 	 +	 +	 X	 +	 +
d^d35+01
	 1r ++ +++a++I+r vrr rrrr( a rrra n rrrjrrarrrrrrjr a rrrrrr;Carr n rrrrlarrrrrrrrjrrrrr n Drrlarrrrrrrajrrsrrrrraj
+	 +	 ♦ 	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 A +	 +	 r
+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 x+	 +	 +
4x113*O1
	 ( rrrrrrrrr(rrrrrrirr;rrrrrrrrr(rrrrrrrrr(rarrrrrrrjrarrrrr ► r(rrrrarrrr(r ► rrawrrr0rrrrsr nn ► 1r+arranra;
a X	 +	 +
+.	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 i	 +	 +	 x	 +	 +
'^^ +	 +	 4	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 i	 x+	 +
4^59D^01
	
lararrrarrlrrrrrra n rjararerrrr(varrrarrrjrrrrrrarrlraa n rrr n rjr a•rrrrrr(ararr n rrrjrrrrrrraal+ra0rrrrr(
+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 x	 +
1.107 +00	 Irr n rrrarrlrrrar.rrrjrrrrrrrrr(rrararrcrIrarar n arrEaaururr n r(rrr n rraar(rrrr n rrraTrr ► rrrrr n 1 n rr arrOrrl
FREQUENCY	 0	 3	 7	 l0	 14	 17	 tl	 ZR	 2$	 31	 35
PERCENTAGE	 0	 40	 20	 30	 90	 50	 iQ	 70	 80	 9U	 (OD
SSTAT
XM1N n 	 r7259q(54E^0(^
XMAX n 	 rI1Dd7967E+471r
1







5 15 THE ELEMENT ANALYZED
SAMPLE INTEN51TY A05ORPTION ABSORPTION AREA *EIGHT
NUMBER COUNT FACTOR CORRECTION DENSITY PEHCENTASE
1 715. •99178 898299 02516206 045
2 2680 •99186 298286 .98305-U7 .17
3 10196 999189 +98283 535656-06 n 69
4 915+ 69919I 498281 .32196-06 .58
5 959+ 999194 08278 .34799-06 063
6 10949 +99193 •98279 938494-06 .70
7 11949 999196 +105276 02011-06 .7b
8 9951 099199 .98273 .35008-06 664
9 8879 +99199 +.98273 931208"Jb .57
to 522+ 999103 •98269 018365-06 .34
11 98 D 9 099202 +98270 .34479"06 063
Ij 1147. *99111 .16280 09359-06 n 73
l3 4361 499191 .96280 .2941606 053
l4 935. 999189 ► 98283 032900 -06 059
18 8459 09186 498286 #29734-06 .'S4
16 6219 999I94 #98276 .ZISSO-06 .40
17 6441 099201 998271 •22658 -06 941
i 8 181+ 099208 998264 x63877-07 .12
!9 967+ 199291 098271 034UZR-06 96Z
20 30at-8 199197 .98275 035396-U6 965
21 7129 #99194 098278 9250Si-06 .96
22 1190. 899193 .98279 .31316-Ub 857
23 6739 099194 998278 923688-06 943
24 1287. 699193 •98279 045284-06 482
15 619, 999290 +98272 +21603-06 939
26 9258 099202 998270 .32544-06 959
`D	 27 8830 #99202 998270 831967-U6 .57
28 8321 999205 +982b7 .29271-06 054
29 1068. 199204 9982611 .37575-06 869
31) 11030 #99209 998263 938004-06 971
31 169. 999213 998259 .59853-07 #11
32 9649 999215 998257 933911-06 963
33 9801 .99219 198254 #34685-06 .65
34 7be# .99220 098252 n 27015-U6 051
35 726. 999222 198250 .25538-06 .48
»,:11,11	 ^.,:...	 1111...	 . ^..	 ,1111 '1111 _ , ; .. 	 ., ,	 :.	 , . ,1111.	
-
not	n6	08	OL	09	as	aft	of	Oz	at	a
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